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CO~ONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In the Hatter of:
GENERAL ADJUS'&TENT OF ELECTRIC )
RATES OF KENTUCKY UTILITIES ) CASE NO. 8624
COMPANY )

O R D E R

On September 22, l982, Kentucky Utilities Company ("KU")

filed its notice with the Commission proposing to increase its
rates and charges effective October 12, 1982. The proposed rates

and charges would increase revenue by approximately $49.1 million

annually, or 12.6 percent. Based on the determination herein the

revenues of KU will increase by $13 million annually, an increase

of 3.4 percent.
On September 23, 1982, the Commission suspended the pro-

posed rates until Narch 12, 1982. Public hearings were held in

the Commission's offices in Frankfort, Kentucky, on January 18-20

and 27-29, 1983.

Parties intervening in this matter included the Attorney

General's Consumer Protection Division {"AG"), Lexington-Fayette

Urban County Government {"Urban County" ), Millamette Industries
("Millamette"), Blue Diamond Coal Company, Inc., Black River Lime

Company, Clopay Corporation, Eaton Corporation, ATR Mire and

Cable Company, Inc., Clark Equipment Company ("Clark" ), (-'.reen



River Steel Corporation ("Creen River"}, Westvaco Corporation

("Westvaco") and Hancock County, Kentucky.

Briefs were filed with the Commission by February 16,

1982, and all information requested duxing the hearings has been

filed.
TEST PERIOD

KU proposed and the Commission has accepted the 12-month

period ending June 30, 1982, as the test peri.od for determining

the reasonableness of the proposed rates. In utilizing the

histoxic test period the Commission has given full consideration

to appropriate known and measurable changes.

VALUATION

KU presented the net original cost, capital structure, and

reproduction cost as the valuation methods in this case. The

Commission has given due consideration to these and other ele-

ments of value in determining the reasonableness of the proposed

rates and charges. As in the past, the Commission has given

limited consideration to the proposed xepxoduction cost.
NET INVESTlIENT

KU proposed an end of test period jurisdictional rate base
(1)

of $803,397,511. The Commi.ssion has accepted the proposed

rate base with the following modifications:

Reserve for Depreciation

KU proposed an adjustment to its depreciation expense but

did not reflect this adjustment in its xeserve fox depreciation

in determining its net investment. Thus, in accordance with past



practice the Commission has increased KU's reserve for deprecia-

tion by $642,200 based on the adjustment to depreciaticn expense

allowed herein.
Reserve for Deferred Taxes

The Commission has reduced KU's reserve for deferred taxes

by $451,959. This adjustment is made to recognize the amortiza-

tion of excess deferred taxes addressed in a later part of this

Order and is consistent with the adjustment made to bring depre-

ciation expense and reserve for depreciation to an end-of-period

le've.l

Envestment Tax Credits (3 percent)

KU did not propose to include the 3 percent investment tax

credits in its reserve for investment tax credits in determining

the rate base. Mr. John Newton, Senior Vice President for KU,

stated that he thought this was consistent with the treatment in
(2)

the previous cases. This is not the case. The 3 percent in-

vestment tax credits were included as a xeduction to the rate

base in Case 8177, General Adjustment of Electric Rates of KU.

The Commission is of the opinion that the ratepayers should not

be required to pay a return on plant provided with these funds.

Therefoxe, the Commission has increased the reserve by 41,769,765

to reflect the jurisdictional amount of the 3 percent investment

tax credits.
Cash Working Capital

KU proposed an allowance for cash working capital based on

the formula method of 1/8 of test year operation and maintenance

expenses less the cost of purchased power.



Nr. Hugh Larkin, witness for the AC, attempted to recon-

cile KU's rate base to its capital structure. Nr. Larkin used

the balance sheet method of determining his allowance for working

capital. This method requires extensive studies of timing lags

between payment of bills and receipt of revenues in arriving at a

reasonable level of working capital. The formula method is a

proven method of arriving at cash working capital and is used by

a majority of the utility regulatory bodies throughout the country.

The Commission concurs with KU that the formula method is simple

to apply, can easily be adjusted to reflect the normalized level

of operating and maintenance expenses and can produce results
(3)

which are reasonably accurate.
The Commission finds no evidence to support the conclusion

that the cash working capital requirements proposed by Yr. Larkin

using .the balance sheet approach are more appropriate than the

cash working capital allowance derived by the formula method.

Therefore, the test year cash working capital allowance used

herein is based on the formula method. In accordance with past

practice the Commission has decreased cash working capital by

$1,543,997 to reflect the pro forma level of operating and main-

tenance expenses allowed herein.

Coal Inventory

Throughout this proceeding, the Commission has been

especially interested in the issue of KU's coal inventory, and

for obvious reasons. Although discussion of that inventory has

to do with hundreds of thousands of tons of coal, and with such

arcane matters as number of days burn and whether the bottom



portion of a coal pile contains useable material, the Commission

has not lost sight of the vital issue: Coal supply is a very

costly inventory which must be financed, and which is reflected
in customex's'ates. Indeed, the Commission notes that at the

end .of the test pexiod the KU balance sheet reflected a coal
inventory valued at $62,738,016.

The coal inventory of 1,404,251 tons at the end of the

test year equates to a 109 days'upply of coal, based on KU's

projected generation requirements as determined in Administrative

Case No. 231, Contingency Plans for Emergency Procedures During

an Energy Shortage. This exceeds KU's optimum coal inventory,

which is 60 to 90 days. The June 30, 1902, coal inventory was

the highest level at any time during the test year.
KU has stated that its goal is to maintain a coal inven-

tory of 60 to 90 days, but that inventory levels are more appro-

priately determined on a tonnage basis rather than a calculation
(4)

of days burn. Further, KU discussed several factors considered

in determining its optimum coal inventory range, which included

potential labor pxoblems, advex'se weather conditions, and potential
(5>

transportation problems. The ComLnission's objective is to
obtain a proper matching of revenues and expenses within the test
year. Therefore, the Commission is of the opinion that, the

utilization of the test year burn rate is more appropriate than

the ~~wddhogy developed using the emergency pxocedures prescribed
in Administrative Case No. 231.

Using the 13-month average test pexiod burn xate of 11,298
(6)

tons per day, the June 30, 1982, inventory level equates to a



124-day's supply which is substantially above the upper limit of
KU's nornal seasonal inventory range of 90 days. Further, using

(7}
the 5-year average burn rate of 10,841 tons per day, the June

30, 1982, inventory level equates to a 3.30-day's supply.

It is a principle of sound business management that an

inventory must be managed, not left to its own device, nor

ignored as something that vill take care of itself, but managed.

It must be maintained within a range that reflects a sensitivity
not only to the dangers of too small an inventory, but also to
the unnecessary costs of too large an inventory.

The Commission believes the record in this v roceeding

fails to show that KU does in fact manage its coal inventory--

fails to convey the conviction that KU is sensitive to the fact
that excessive coal inventory imposes an excessive and unneces-

sary cost on ratepayers.

The Commission finds it questionable that KU should

contend it needs a coal inventory as great as 90 days. Indeed,

during the test period conditions were present that should have

encouraged KU to seek a minimum inventory: Considerable slack
demand in the coal industry made additional supply readily avail-

able, and high interest rates made it very costly to carry coal

inventory.

The Commission wishes to point out that in Case lIo. 8429,

General Ad]ustments in Electric Rates of Kentucky Power Company,

Kentucky Power sought Commission approval to include in customer

rates the cost of financing a 70-day coal inventory, The Commis-

sion determined that during the test year actual inventory had



averaged 46 days, and approved rates which reflected a 60-day

coal inventory.

In the current KU proceeding, in arriving at appropriate

rates, the Commission is accepting a coal inventory of 1,016,820

tons, which is an inventory of approximately 90 days at a daily

burn rate of 11,298 tons, which was the 13-month avexage for the

test year, or approximately 94 days at a daily burn rate of
10,841 tons, which was the average for the most recent 5 years.

Priced at the year-end average of N4.677 per ton, this allowed

inventory level reduces the total company rate base by $17,309,549.

This results in a jurisdictional adjusted level of $38,599,687.
The Commission wishes to ma't:e it clear that the 90-day inventory

is an intexim figure, and, that in its next general x'ate case the

burden vill rest with KU to show why customers should be obli-

gated to pay rates which include the cost to finance a coal

inventory which exceeds 75 days.

The Commission believes the 75-day inventoxy is also an

interim level. In subsequent proceedings the burden will rest on

KU to demonstrate why its coal inventory should not be reduced

below 75 days.

The Commission wishes to repeat earlier observations. I'or

a major electric utility, the cost to finance coal inventory is
considerable. Further, a fundamental goal of management is
inventory control. In competitive enterprises, managers ignore

inventory control at their peril. The Commission would like to

be convinced that. the managers of I'U demonstrate that same level

of sensitivity to inventory controls
-7-



Utilities come before this Commission with depressing

regularity to seek approval for higher rates. A regular feature
of their lament is that much is beyond their contxol. Certainly,
some important considerations--e.S., interest rates--are beyond

their control. But this only makes it all the moxe important

that utility management .exert the utmost control over those

factors which utilities can control. Coal inventoxy is such a

factor, and in this important regard the Commission intends to
make every effox't to assure that utility management recognire--
and act upon--their responsibility and discretion in this im-

portant area.
CWIP on Hancock County

The Commission has reduced KU's jurisdictional construc-
tion work in progress ("CHIP") by $6,425,890 to exclude the costs
incurred through June 30, 1902, associated with the Hancock

County Generation Station. This adjustment is discussed in a

subsequent section of this Order.

The Kentucky jurisdictional net original cost rate base is
determined by the Commission to be as follows:

Plane in Service
Construction Vork in Progress
Total Utility Plant

Add:

25aterials and Supplies
Fuel Inventoxy
Prepayments
Working Capital
Subtotal
Less:

9 1,001,609,497
150,184,487

1,151,793,984

7,282,850
38,599,687

576,233
23,309,204
69,767,974



Reserve for Depreciation
Feserve for Deferred Ta~es
Reserve for Investment Tax Credit
Customer Advances
Subtotal

Net Original Cost

287,237,639
94,096,560
59,006,557
1,863„446

442.204s202

$ 779,357,756

Capital Structure

Mr. Hevton proposed a jurisdictional target capital struc-

ture of $775,146,609 that contained 40 percent common equity,
{8)

12.5 percent preferred. equity and 47.5 percent long-term debt.

He maintained that KU's actual end-of-test-year canital structure,

containing 35 percent common equity, 11.4 percent preferred

stock, 2.3 percent short,-term debt and 51.3 percent long-term

debt, had a high degree of leveraging and vas not adequate to
(9)

support AA credit ratings. Since the end of the test year, KU

has made several changes in its financing. In August, l982, KU
{10)

issued $25 million of preferred equity and. in January 1983 it
{11)

issued 1.5 million shares of common equity. At the hearing,

KU submitted updated exhibits which showed the effects of the

financing after the end of the test year. Proceeds from the sale

of short-term debt were used to retire portions of bank notes and

proceeds from the sale of preferred and common equity vere used
(12)

to retire most of KU's short-term debt, with the result that

common equity increased to 38.1 percent of total capital.
Hr. Larkin proposed using the actual end-of-test-year

capital structure containing 34.76 percent common equity, 11.3
percent pxeferred stock, 50.64 percent long-term debt, 2.29
percent short-term debt, .52 percent customer deposits and .22

{13)
percent investment tax credits. He urged the Commission to



re)ect the target capita1 stx'ucture because it vas more expensive
(14)

to the x'atepayer than the actua1 capital stxucture.
KU was unable to quantify the savings to the ratepayer'15)

should the Commission adopt the target capital structure.

The target capital structure would replace lower cost debt capital

with relatively highex cost equity capital. This would increase

the cost of capital to the ratepayer. KU's debt to equity ratio
has not significantly deteriorated since 1972. In the historical
period since 1972, the ratio of earnings to long-term debt ex-

pease has nevex been highex'han during the 12 months ended June
(16)

30, 1982. Therefore, the Commission is of the opinion that a

capital structure containing 38.1 percent common equity, 13.4
percent preferred equity, .1 percent short-term debt and 48.4

(1?)
percent long-term debt is reasonable. This capital structuxe

reflects the issuance of common and preferred equity and the re-

tirement of debt after the test year. In allowing this capital

structure, the Commission is of the opinion that KU's common

equity xatio has reached the upper limit of a prudent xange.

Increasing the common equity ratio beyond this point would impose

an unduly expensive capital structure on the ratepayers.

The Commission regu1arly is assured that dire consequences

vill follow a reduction in a utility's bond rating, end that a

lovered rating vi11 manifest itself in higher borrowing costs and

thus higher rates for the company's customers. The Commission

wishes to point out what should be obvious. Since the companies

which voice their concern about lowered bond ratings pxopose only

one method to prevent this development--higher rates to their
-ao-



customers--the question is not whether customers pay higher

rates, but when and how much higher. The Commission believes
that if companies wish to advance this axgument, they have an

obligation to accompany it with a competent financial analysis,
which none has undertaken. The Commission believes there might

be a "cost-minimizing" capital structure fox' company, but that
determination of the cost-minimizing capital structure is too

important and complex to be left to intuition or conventional

wisdom.

The Commission has determined KU's capital structure for
rate-making purposes to be as follows:

Percent
Common Equity
Preferred Stock
Long-Term Debt
Short-Term Debt

287,506,736
101,117,855
365,231,655

754,611

38 ~ 1
13.4
48. 4.1

Total $ 754,610,857 100.0
In accordance with the determination in the nrevious

section regarding the revaluation of the coal supply, the Com-

mission has reduced KU's Jurisdictional capital structure by

$14,109,862 to reflect the lower level of inventory and the

weighted avexage price. Moreover, the Commission has reduced

capital by $6,425,890 to eliminate the Hancock pro]ect as dis-
cussed in a subsequent section of this Order.

Reproduction Cost

KU presented the net curxent cost rate base in Newton

Exhibit 3. In determining the current or reproduction cost xate
base FU estimated the value of utility plant in service and

construction work in progress at the end of the test year and

-11-



applied the sane additions and deductions as proposed in the net

original cost rate base. The resulting total reproduction cost
is $2,153,997,768. The Kentucky jurisdictional portion of the

reproduction cost, using an allocation factor of 84.8 percent,
would be 91,826,617,051.

REVENUES AND EXPENSES

In Newton Exhibit 4 to the application, KU proposed numer-

ous adjustments to the test year operating revenue and expense.

The Commission is of the opinion that the proposed adjustments

are generally proper and acceptable for rate-making purposes with

the following modifications:
Transmission Rental Expense

KU proposed an adjustment of $ 1,044,361 to annualize the

transmission rental expense for facilities rented from the

Tennessee Valley Authority ("TVA") and Old Dominion Power ("ODP").

These facilities were required to support the Yountain Division

of KU and ODP and to interconnect with a 500 KV line being built
by TVA from the Tennessee-Virginia state line at Phipps Send to
the Kentucky-Virginia state line by way of Pocket, Virginia.
This interconnection provided a means for bulk power transfers
between KU and adjoining electrical generating utilities and also
improved the service reliability to the Mountain Division.

In response to the first AG request, Item 8, KU stated
that this adjustment was overstated by $25,146 due to amounts

inadvertently excluded from the actual booked expenses for the

test period. This results in an adjusted proposed incre"se in

transmission rental expense of $1,019,215.
-12-



,The Commission recognizes that KU's customers derive the

benefits of increased reliability from the completed nortion of
the 500 KV transmission line which connects the ODP Pocket sub-

station with the TVA Phipps Bend substation. The Commission

further recognizes that there will be additional benefits from

increased reliability of service after the 500 KV line is ex-
tended to Pineville from the Pocket substation. However, the

Commission is of the opinion that the benefits also accrue to the

customers of ODP and the rental expense should be shared accord-

ingly. In the absence of a quantification of the benefits and

attendant expenses the Commission is of the opinion that the

allowable rental expense for rate-making purposes should be based

on the ratio of the KU Mountain Division's coincident peak demand
(18)

to the sum of the peak demands of ODP and KU EIountain Division.

This method results in the allocation of $711,490 of the total
annualized expense to ODP and $445,426 to Kentucky Jurisdictional

(19)
expenses.

If KU can provide evidence in support of an allocation of
expenses between the Kentucky retail customers and ODP associated
with the Pocket substation, then such evidence should be presented

in a petition for rehearing.
Kentucky-Indiana Pool Transaction

KU proposed an ad]ustment of $3,947,389 to increase other

power supply expense due to the termination of the unit power

sales provisions of the Kentucky-Indiana Pool ("KIP") Agreement

on March 31, 1982. KU was a net seller of power to other KIP



members during the first 9 months of the test year. In accord-

ance with the Uniform System of Accounts the KIP power sales were

recorded as a reduction to other power supply expense.

The AG recommended that KU's proposed adjustment be dis-
allowed because KU has the ability to offset lost unit pover

sales with reduced capacity purchases or new sales agreements.

The AG further contended that it is difficult to identify pro-

spective power sales or reduced purchases which vill have the

effect of offsetting lost sales.
KU stated that under present conditions there is no maxket

fox'ong-term power sales commitments of available capacity in

any sizable amounts and that it is monitoxing this situation on

an ongoing basis. Elad the KIP not been terminated, it, is prob-

able that, KU would have been required to purchase pool unit
(20)

capacity during 1982-83.

From the evidence of record in this case and othex recent

electric utility cases thexe is very little if any potential for
additional firm powex'ales. The Hancock generation plant has

once again been deferred, the Jackson. Purchase load will be lost
in 1984 and intersystem sales have declined since the test year.

An offsetting adjustment to KU's lost capacity sales for expected

increased sales ox reduced purchases is not known and measurable

at this time. Therefore, the Commission is of the opinion that
KU's adjustment is appropriate and that the AG's adjustment

should be denied. The Commission strongly urges KU to make every

possible effort to increase its sales to other systems and to

seek measures to offset these lost sales.
-14-



EPRI and EEI Expenditures

During the test year, KU paid $1,500,557 Sn industry
association dues to the Electxic Power Reseaxch Institute ("EPRI")

and $204,361 to Edison Electric Institute ("EEI"). KU charged

the total of these expenses to the Kentucky retail Jurisdiction
because of the position taken by the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission ("FERC") in KU's last rate case. Nr. M. 3. Bechanan,

President of KU, stated that the FERC did not allow the EPRI dues

as an expense in the wholesale cost of service. The wholesale

customers can be members of EPRI and the derivation of the annual

membership dues is based on retail sales. t'.r. Bechanan further
stated that he was not awaxe whether the wholesale purchasers

from KU were members of EPRI. Nr. Bechanan stated in his re-
buttal testimony that KU was modifying its FERC filing to include

a portion of the EEI dues in the wholesale cost of service.
Howevex', KU did not. pxopose to allocate any of the EPRI dues to
the wholesale cost of service in its filing with the FERC. Nr.

Bechanan agreed that EPRI activities are of benefit to the opera-

tions of the total company. Therefore, the Commission finds that
an allocation of both EE",I and EPRX dues should be made in this
casa. As the baais for this ellocation the Commission mill use

the labor allocation factor which KU proposed for allocation of
the EEI dues in the FERC filing. Thus the Commission has allowed

$1,359,805 for EPRI and $185,192 for EEI expenses.

awhile these amounts ax'e considerable, there is no question

that, the electric industry is facing conditions today that ca11
-15-



for research and development on a substantial scale. The Com-

mission concurs with KU's position that:
Reseax'ch and development is difficult to measuxe
in terms of futuxe benefits. It is essential

fox'heelectric industry in this age of rapidly
advancing technology, yet it is beyond the means
of individual companies such as YU. The most
effective and efficient approach is through poolingof resources through membership in EPRI.
Often the benefits, while of industry-vide appli-
cation, cannot be measux'ed dixectly, such as the
design of new or impxoved px'oducts manufactuxed bysuppliers. EEI conducts studies, provides infor-
mation and other support services which are
utilized by the Company in practically all of its
functioning departments,. . .(21)

However, merely belonging to research and development

ox'ganizations does not benefit the xatepayexs. The utility
membex'ust take advantage of the results of the research and of
the assistance and guidance that can come through membership.

Although KU continues to pour millions of dollars into these

organizations, it has not made any cost-benefit analysis. On. the

basis of this record, it has to be concluded that the quantifiable
benefits of membership in these organizations are nominal in

proportion to the annual membership dues. The Commission is un-

able to determine whether KU's lack of evidence regarding cost
.savings and benefits is due to its inability to measux'e these
benefits or its failure to take maximum advantage of the services
and benefits provided by these organizations.

The Commission believes that if KU were operating in a

competitive environment -- if in xesponse to disappointing financial
results it did not have this Commission and captive customers to
turn to -- KU would display more diligence concerning its payment

to EEI and, especially, to EPRI.



Zn future cases, KU must present clear documentation of the
benefits available through membership, and of its utilization of
these benefits. The Commission is also concerned that a substantial
portion of the EPRI dues goes for research in the nuclear area
which is of no direct concern in Kentucky. In future rate cases

KU must document whether it cou1d receive all non-nuclear related
benefits if it reduced its dues by the portion related to nuclear
research.
Accelerated Recovery of Excess Tax referrals

Effective January 1, 1979, the maximum corporate tax rate
was reduced from 48 to 46 percent. This tax rate reduction poses

the question of proper accounting for the taxes deferred prior to
1979 at 48 percent which will be flowed. back at the 46 percent
rate which in theory reduces the tax liability.

In the information request of October 27, 1982, Item 4,
the Commission asked KU to provide the amount of excess deferred

federal income taxes resulting from the reduction in the cor-
porate tax rate as of the end of the test year. KU's response

was that the reduction in the corporate tax rate did not result
in any excess deferx'ed federal income taxes because the overall
deferred tax provision is deficient as a result of an under-

statement in years when the federal tax rates were greater than

46 percent.

The federal tax laws require regulatory commissions to
normalize, for rate-making purposes, the income tax effects of

differences between book and tax depreciation arising from use of
accelerated depreciation for tax purposes. Thus„ in the initial



years of an asset's life the book tax expense for rate-making

purposes is greater than the actual federal tax liability. In

the later years, the book tax expense is less than the actual tax
liability. Thus, the income taxes deferred on differences be-
tveen book and tax depreciation prior to January 1, 1979, were

provided at a 48 percent tax rate. Based on existing tax rates,
the actual tax liability will be paid at a 46 percent tax rate
when these differences reverse.

The theoretical argument for providing deferred taxes is that
the ratepayers should be required to pay a normalized level of
income tax. expense through rates. The normalized level is based

on the tax rate in effect at the time the deferral occurs. An

assumption inherent in computing the amount of deferred taxes
provided is that the tax rate will not change. ikowever, the tax
rate has changed. Thus, the difference between the amount de-

ferred at the 48 percent rate and the amount to be paid at the 46

percent rate can be characterized as excess deferred taxes.
As a result of the request for the amount of excess de-

ferred taxes, KU proposed a counter adjustment to increase the

provision for deferred taxes. KU contends that this adjustment

is consistent with the regulations of the FERC and labeled it
"the FERC 144 adjustment." On November 17, 1982, I'U filed an

amended FERC 144 adjustment which will be discussed in a sub-

sequent section. of this Order. Yr. Price stated that the effect
(22)

of the tax rate change was reflected in this adjustment.

Thus, KU never provided the amount of excess tax deferrals re-
sulting from t:he change in federal income taxes.

-18-



The AG calculated the excess in the deferred account due

to the tax rate change by multiplying the deferxed tax balance in

Account 282 for the year ended December 31, 1978, of $71,659,986

by the difference in the tax rate (48 percent - 46 percent) and

dividing this amount by 48 percent. This resulted in an over-

statement in the defexxed account of 92,985,832, which was further
(23)

reduced by 11.67 percent to reflect reductions subsequent to

1978 assuming that it was being flowed back ratably over a 30-

year life. The Commission is of the opinion that it is more

appxopxiate to use the composite depreciation xate of 3.49

percent to estimate the amount of flow-back which results in an

excess of $2,620,963 at the end of the test period. KU did not

refute this calculation and offered no alternative determination

of the excess px'ovision fox'eferred taxes x'esulting fx'om the tax

rate change.

The AG recommended that the Commission credit surplus

deferred taxes to the cost, of service over a 5-year period to

amortize this excess. KU contended that should the Internal

Revenue Service ("IRS") consider the more rapid amortization

proposed by the AG to be a violation of normalization accounting

rules, KU and i.ts customexs could lose accelerated depreciati.on
(24) (25)

deductions. The IRS has refused to rule on this issue.

The Commission finds no basis for KU's position.

The Commission concludes that the AG's recommendation of

an accelexated amortization of the excess defexred taxes should

be adopted. Therefore, the Comissi.on will decrease )urisdic-
-19-



{26)
tional deferred federal income taxes by 9451,959. A corol-

lary adjustment has been made to reduce accumulated deferred

taxes to recognize the first year's amorti.zation, which has the

effect of increasing the rate base. In order that the accumulated

excess deferred taxes can be readily identified in future rate

proceedings, KU should. transfer the excess to a separate liability
account.

Yoreover, the Commission is of the opinion that equity

would demand an adjustment to increase operating expenses should

the tax rate increase.

Labor and Related Costs

KU proposed an adjustment of $2,458,207 to reflect in-

creases in salaries and ~ages, pension costs„ payroll taxes and

medical costs. The Commission has accepted the proposed adjust-

ment with the following exceptions:

A. Pension Casts

KU proposed to include pension costs of $3,840,000 in

determining the adjustment for pension costs, based upon an

actuarial report, dated January 1, 1981, and discussions with the

actuary to determine the estimated amount for 19B2. However, the

actual recommended employer payment on the 1982 actuaria1 report
(27)

was $3, 379, 158. Therefore, the Commission has reduced test
year actual pension expense by $207,939. This amount reflects
the amount that should have been capitalized for the test period

ae discussed in a subsequent section.



S. Payro1.1 Taxes — Unemployment Ta~es

I'-U proposed an increase of $180,658 in jurisdictional
unemployment taxes. In determining this adjustment, KU used base

wages of $9,000 and a tax rate of 3.4 percent. However, the

actual taxes expensed during the test period were calculated

using base wages of $8,000.and a rate of .014 for state taxes and

base wages of $6,000 and a rate of .007 for federal taxes. Nr.

Fred Davis„ Controller of KU, could not explain the basis for his
(28)

proposed adjustment. Therefore, the Commission has calculated
the adjustment based on the current federal tax rate effective
January 1, 1983, of .008 percent and $7,000 of base wages and the

actual state unemployment tax rate and base wages for the test
period. This results in an increase to test year expenses of

$8,498 based on the 24.4 percent capitalization ratio.
C. Salaries and Mages

KU proposed to increase salary and wage expense to reflect
increases of 10 percent for all employees effective August 1,
1981, 7.5 percent for non-union employees effective Yay 2, 1982,

and .7.5 percent for union employees effective August 1, 1982.

KU rounded the ratio of operating payroll to total payroll to 75

percent. The Commission is of the opinion that it is more appro-

priate to use the actual experience rate of 75.6 percent.
kh'. Larkin did not recommend a reduction to KU's Pro forma

labor increases. He expressed concern about the level of wages

and the increases given by KU over the last several years. He

recommended that pension expenses be reduced by the amount attrib-
utable to elimination of the employee contribution. In addition
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he recommended reducing the long»term disabilt.ty insurance to
actual claims paid. The Commission is of the opinion that these

adjustments are not appropriate. The expenses associated with

the change in the pension plan from contributory to noncontrib-

utory were allowed in Case 8177. The Commission finds no reason

to reverse its decision in that case. KU's wage and salary increases

and the increased benefits to its emp1oyees are commensurate with

those of other electric utilities under the Commission's jurisdic-
tion. Therefore, an adjustment is not necessary at thf.s time. KU

is advised that with inflation at a level substantially lower than

in recent years and considering the overall state of the economy,

the Commission expects minimal, if any, increases in KU's overall

salary and wages throughout the remainder of the year. Further,

the Commission places KU on notice that if it grants an excessive

wage increase, its customers will not bear that portion of the

wage increases found to be excesstve.

Property Taxes

KU proposed an adjustment to increase property tax expense

by $422,814 based on the value of taxable property at January 1,
1982. The AG recommended that KU's proposed adjustment be disal-
lowed and that KU be directed to capitalize property taxes in the

future. The Commission is of the opinion that property taxes

related to CWIP should be capitalized as discussed tn the next

section of this Order. Therefore, the Commission has reduced

KU's proposed adjustment by
(29)

to CHIP. Horeover, the

the amount. of property taxes related
Commission has increased KU's pro-

posed adjustment to reflect the current real estate tax rate.
22»



Aftex considering adjustments made by the Commission, the prop-

exty tax. expense for the test yeax should be increased by $245,140.

Capitalizing Overhead Costs

KU does not capitalize overhead costs associated wi.th con-

struction-related projects. These overhead costs include payroll

costs such as pension costs, medical insurance, gxoup and long-

term disability insurance, and property taxes. KU contends that

these costs are more appropriately a charge to present rather

than future customers because they are not related to future
(30)

events. KU further contends that the revenue requirements
(31}

are less than they would have been under a capitalization policy.
(3>)

No analysis was performed in support of this statement.

With regard to capitalizing overhead costs the Uniform

System of Accounts prescribes that "all overhead construction

costs . . .sha11 be charged to particular jobs or uni.ts on the

basis of the amounts of such overheads reasonably applicable
(33}

thereto.
The Commission finds no basis for 1 U to deviate from the

Uniform System of Accounts. Therefore, KU should immediately

begin to capitalize all payroll and property tax overhead costs.
Further, the Commission has x'educed the actual test yeax'xpenses

by $1,507,456 to reflect the overhead costs that should have been

capitalized during the test year. In determining this adjust-

ment, the Commission applied the actual test year labor capital-
ization rate of 24.4 percent.



Depreciation Expense

KU proposed an adjustment of $2,225,711. to increase depre-

ciation expense to reflect the annual depreciation expense based

on the level of plant in service at the end of the test year and

to reflect the additional depreciation on estimated plant ad-

ditions for 6 months subsequent to the test year. In determining

the net investment rate base KU did not propose to adjust plant
in service to include additions subsequent to the test year. It
presented no justification for its adjustment to increase depre-

ciation expense to include depreciation on plant additions sub-

sequent to the test year.

In its determination of year-end net investment rate base

the Commission does not allow adjustments for plant additions

subsequent to the test yeax. The Commission is of the opinion

that the level of depreciation expense allowed for rate-making

purposes should be based on the level of plant in service in-
cluded in the rate base. Therefore, in accordance with past
policy the Commission will allow $642,200 of the proposed ad-

justment based on depreciation on plant in service at the end of
the test year.
Consexvation Programs

KU proposed an adjustment of $248,565 to reflect increased

expenditures necessary to implement the residential consexvation

service program ("RCS"), the heat pump conservation campaign, the

add-on heat pump program, the general consumex education program,

and the energy conservation and electrical safety school program.



KU did not offset these costs by the revenue that will be gener-

ated from the audit fee to be charged its RCS customexs. There-

fore, the Commission has reduced the proposed ad]ustment by

$42,000 based on the estimated number of audits of 2,800 at $ 15

per audit.
?Tr. Larkin recommended that the $72,640 in advertising

support for the heat pump conservation program, $35,000 for the

general consumer education program and $30,000 for the consumer

wiring and control allowance be reduced by 1./2 or $68,820. He

stated that advertising costs should be shax'ed with local con-

tractors and companies who stand to benefit from this advertising.
KU contended that it had considered sharing these costs with

dealers along with other promotional methods but had decided not

to do so because of administrative costs„ difficulty in con-

trolling total expenditures, and the problems associated with

proper accounting for co-op ads.

While the Commission is of the opinion that KU should

actively puxsue othex'xomotional methods of advertisinp, it
finds that the level of expenses requested herein is reasonable.

Therefore, the Commission has allowed KU's proposed ad]ustments

exclusive of the revenue offset of $42,000 for the RCS program.

Air 4tality Contxol Expenses

The AG recommended that $89,502 in air quality control ex-

penses be excluded from the test period. The expense represented

a study that was made for a chemical waste treatment facility to
comply with the x'egulatians of the Resource Conservation and



Recovery Act. Inasmuch as this expense is no longer being in-
curred by KU, the Commission has made an adjustment to reduce

jurisdictional operating expenses by 489,502.
Year-End Customer Revenue

KU proposed an adjustment to revenues and expenses to re-
flect the costs associated with the increase in the number of
customers served at the end of the test period.

The AG contended in its brief that the labor-related
expenses associated with the year-end customer adjustment is
alx'eady xeflected in KU's pro forma wage and salary adjustment

and recommended that the Commission prevent double recovery of
this item by deleting labor-related expenses from this adjustment.

KU's pxo forma wage increase is applied to actual opera-

tions during the test year while the yeax-end customex adjustment

reflects additional expenses associated with the additional

customers as of the end of the test year. Therefore, the Com-

mission is of the opinion that the adjustment allowed herein to
reflect the increased costs associated with yeax-end customers

does not duplicate KU's labor-related expenses associated with

the year-end customer adjustment.

Additional Provision for 1974-1975 Refund

KU incuxxed $264,600 in juxisdictional expense which

represented the difference between estimated revenues accrued as

subject to refund during 1974 and the actual amount of the
(34)

ref vnd. The AG recommended that this expense be excluded. for
xate-making purposes, citing a FERC audit dated January 12, 1979,
which stated that KU had improperly recorded interest on revenues
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(35)
subject to refund. KU had included the interest on revenues

subject to refund in Account 930.2, Niscellaneous General Fxpenses,

although the Uniform System of Accounts provides that such interest

should be charged to Account 431, Other Interest Expense.

The Commission agrees vith the AG and has excluded the

$264,600 from test year juxisdictional operating and maintenance

expenses.

State Income Tax Adjustment

KU proposed an adjustment of $565, 871 to increase Kentucky

state income tax expense to xeflect a 2-year amortization of the

difference betveen federal Accelerated Cost Recovery System

("ACRS") tax depreciation and that allowed by House Bill 342

enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly in 1982.

Undex House Bill 342 the allowable depreciation expense

for state income tax ("SIT") will be approximately 30 percent

lover than the ACRS depreciation expense allowable for federal

income tax ("FIT") purposes. This difference vill continue

through July 1, 1984, at which time full ACRS depxeciation vill
be allowed for SIT purposes. House Bill 342 provides that the

difference between allowable depreciation expense for FIT and SIT

purposes can be included as a reduction to gxoss income on a pxo

rata basis over a 6-year period beginning with taxable years

ending on and after July 1, 1984.

The adjustment proposed by KU would provide, through

cuxxent rates, the additional SIT expense that vould result from

a repeal of the provision of House Bill 342 alloving pro rata
-27-



amortization of the difference between allowable FIT and SIT

depreciation expenses

KU stated that the intent of its proposal to increase SIT

expense for rate-making purposes is to recover the additional

taxes that mould be due above book tax expense in the event the

Kentucky General Assemb1y ultimately denies KU full depreciation

on utility plant sub)ect to ACRS depreciation as a deduction for

SIT purposes.

Po pxoof was introduced showing that the difference be-

tween allowable depreciation expense for FIT and SIT puxposes

would never be allowed fox'IT puxposes. Section 1(13)(b)1 of
KRS 141.010 as amended states that, "The taxpayex' basis in any

individual pxoperty shall be the same as the basi.s in such

property for federal income tax purposes." Although the write-

off of this expense may be over a longer period for SIT purposes

than for FIT purposes the SIT liabi.lity over the depxeciable life
of the pxopexty should not be any gx'eater unless this addi,tional

depx'eciation expense should be denied for SIT purposes.

At this time, the Commission can find no conclusive evi-

dence which would lead it to believe that KU vill not be entitled
to full depreciation on its property for SIT purposes. There-

fore, the Commission will deny the proposed ad]ustment for rate-

making purposes herein.
Series P Bond Expenses

The AC recommended that expenses of $ 39,963 associated
with the Series P Bonds be excluded from test year expenses



because of their extraordinary nature. These bonds were not

issued due to unfavorable market conditions. The AG contends

that had these bonds been issued, the expenses would have been

capitalized and amortized over the life of the bonds. KU stated
that its management is seeking to meet its financing requirements

on the best possible terms and, writh persistent uncertainty in

market conditions, the expenses of cancelled or deferred issues
(36)

wi11 continue.

The Commission finds that these expenses were valid ex-

penses of the test year and no evidence has been presented which

would suppox't a conclusi.on that simi.lar costs will not x'eoccvx'.

Therefoxe, the Commission has denied the AG's proposed adjustment

to exclude these expenses. The Commission encoux'ages KU to con-

tinue to exexcise pxudent, judgment in seeking to meet its
financing xequi.xements.

teeter Readinp Expenses and Expenses of Office Employees

The AC proposed to exclude the test yeax increases
ovex'he

previous 12 months in Account 90203, I'eter Reading Expense„

of $257,212 and Account 92113, Expenses of Office Employees, of

$130,697. The AG contended that KU's explanation for the in-

creases was not sufficient or -elated to the subject matter.

However, the Commission has reviewed the response of KU and finds

it to- be adequate. There is no conclusive evidence in the record

that supports the AG'e proposed adjustment. Therefore, the

Commission finds no basis in allowing this adjustment.
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Outside Services - Lepal Expenses

KU reported $1,000,374 in Account 923, Outside Services,
for the test yeax. This total included an accrual of $577,248
for legal services from the law firm of Ogden, Robertson and

Narshall ("OR6Ã'). KU accrues annual expense for legal services

provided by ORQi based on its best estimate of costs for a 12-

month period. Hr. Davis stated that the basis for determining

the accrual was historical experience, discussions with the law

firm, and an estimate of fees that could be expected based on

KU's current operations.

The goal of the Commission is to include a reasonable

level of legal expenses in determining revenue requirements. The

Commission has reveiwed the evidence of record and finds as

follows:

(1) Prior to the hearing, the last bill that KU received
from GRAN was fox the calendax yeax 1979.

{2) Based on the testimony of Yr. Davis, it is apparent

that limited records are kept by KU of the legal services received

from OR&K. The only documentation KU has of services provided is
the .invoices from 08&M when they are received.

(3) Hr. Va1colm Narshall, senior partner in the firm of

OR62i, stated that the firm does not bill KU on an hourly basis
due to the breadth and varied character of the work performed for

(4) The billings from ORW for 1978 and 1979 were approxi—
(37)

mately $250,000 and $378,000, respectively.
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Based on the above findings, the Commission is concerned

about KU's policies regarding the accrual for and payment of
legal expenses. It appears that it would be extremely difficult,
if not impossible, for KU to verify the rendition of services

when the invoices are finally received. For this reason the Com-

mission was surprised that KU's estimated accrual is within $393

of he actual bi11ing filed with this Commission on February 18,
1982,. which is 8 to 20 months after these services were provided.

KU must monitor and control. the costs expended for legal. services.
At a minimum this would require monthly invoices from a11 providers

of legal services.
KU assigned outside services to Kentucky retail customers

based on the labor allocation factor of 90.62 percent. The

Commission is of the opinion that KU should directly assign those

costs that can be allocated to each jurisdiction and assign the

remaining costs based on the labor allocation factor. In deter-
mining the allowable legal expenses for Kentucky retail customers

from the OR6H billing the Commission has included „"90,050in

legal fees that are directly assignable to Kentucky retail cus-

tomers and $189,545 to PERC wholesale customers. The remaining

ORQ'f fees charged to Account 923 were then allocated to Kentucky

retail and FERC wholesale customers based on the labor allocation
factor.

Costs that are directly assignable to wholesale customers

include legal fees associated with antitrust matters. KU con-

tends that these costs benefit the total company. However, the
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Commission finds that although these costs may benefit the total
company, the litigation arose from the wholesale customers.

Therefore, the Commission has excluded antitrust legal expenses

of 941,18? paid to the firm of morgan, Lewis and Pockins from

)urisdictional expenses for the test period. These are in addi-

tion to the antitrust expenses excluded from the billing of ORktI.

After exclusion of the above adjustments, the Commission

has alloved $689,648 in Account 923 for rate-making purposes for

the Kentucky jurisdiction.
But beyond ad]ustments to legal expenses, the Commission

has a broader concern. In this proceeding the Commission has

been especially interested in KU's legal expense because it bids

fair to distinguish itself as the company's fastest-growing cost.
As has been noted, the billings from OR6Ã vere approximately

@250,000 in 1978, $378,000 in 1979, and $577,000 in the 12 months

ended, June 30, 1982. If KU finds the need for legal services to

be at the level -- and increasing at the rate -- indicated by the

ORQ~ billings, the Commission would like to be confident that the

company has considered a staff attorney as a less expensive

alternative to exclusive xeliance on C.'P~.

In addition, the Commission commends to KU's senior manage-

ment and Board of Directors an article, "Kill All the Lawyersl

Maybe There's an Alternative," which appeared in THE MALL STREET

JOURNAL on December 13, 1982. In that article Villiam E. Blundell,

who is an attorney and corporate counsel at Homestake Pining Co,,

argues that a corporation's legal affairs need to be viewed as
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assets or liabili.ies,, and as such need to be managed. The Coat-

mission would like to be confident that KU views its legal aHaixs

in that context.

Interest Synchronization

KU proposed an adjustment to increase state and federal

income taxes by S3,354,268 fox the effects of the x'eduction in

interest expense associated with KU's proposed target capitaliza-

tion. In determining the adjustment, KU applied a long-term debt

interest rate of 9.3 percent to the adjusted level of the pro-

posed capital structure. The Commission has modified this ad-

justment to reflect the projected interest cost on the adjusted

capital structure allowed herein and the allowed cost rates. The

resulting adjustment to income taxes for the Kentucky jurisdic-

tion is $3,552,133. This adjustment illustxates oux concern with

any additional increase in the equity ratio, since this adjust-

ment is totally a result of increased equity ratios and is in

. addition to the higher return required by equity.

FERC 144 Adjustment

KU proposed an adjustment to increase federal and state

income tax expense by $ 321,307 to reflect the recovery over a 5-

year period of a ca1culated deficiency in the deferred tax reserve.

?$r. Qavis stated that the proposed adjustment was necessary to

make up the deficiency in the reserve for deferred taxes re-

sulting from flow-through treatment of book and tax life dif-

ferences. KU proposed a 5-year xecovexy period because the

property was relatively old. Pr. Davis further stated that the
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proposed adjustment was pursuant to FERC Orders 144 and 144A,

requiring utilities to include in rate filings a plan to cur-
rently recover tax benefits previously flowed through.

KU submitted a revision of its proposed adjustment as a

result of a further review and analysis by its outside account-

ants, Arthur Anderson 6 Company. The revised deferred tax
deficiency was determined to be $15,784,539 rather than $1,991,971
and resulted in an 9839,198 adjustment based on a 15-year recovery.
The difference in the two proposed adjustments is that the latter
adjustment considers not only life differences, but also other
timing differences such as AFUDC or payroll taxes which have not
previously been fully provided with deferred taxes or depre-

ciation. The proposed recovery period was increased from 5 to 15

years to reflect the approximate remaining life of the property
relating to the deferred tax deficiency.

During the course of these proceedings the Commission and

the AC have requested additional information relating to the

cause of this deficiency in deferred tax reserves. KU's response

has been that work papers reflecting the actual causes for the

deficiency are not readily available, the information could not
(38)

be generated in sufficient time to be used in these proceedings
(39)

and the specific causes are not important. In determining

the amount of the deficiency, KU used what it refers to as the
"South Georgia method," which was accepted in a 1978 FERC rate
casa involving South Georgia Natural Gas Company, HERC Docket

No. RP 77-32. In that case South Georgia Natural Gas Company



agreed to discontinue its prior practice of flowing through the

tax affects of timing differences and to adopt comprehensive

interpexiod allocation. The xecoxd reflects that this adjustment

has been allowed by the FERC in other gas utility cases but KU

witnesses wexe not aware of any electric utility cases before the

FERC in which such an adjustment has been allowed.

Even though the Commission can not be certain of the

validity of the numbers in KU's proposed adjustment, or the basis

for the deficiency in the deferred tax reserve, the primary issue

in this matter is the effect of this adjustment on the current KU

ratepayers. The purported deficiency in the deferred tax reserve

is a result of px'ior years'ook tax expense being lower than it
would have been under fu11 normalization accounting. Therefore,

the past customers received the full benefit of this accounting

treatment which KU now seeks to recover from its present customers.

The decision of KU's management at that time was to flow

thx'ough the benefits of these timing differences although this

treatment would result in lower tax expenses, lower deferred

taxes and lower rates to KU's ratepayers. This Commission did

not require KU to flow through these tax benefits. The Commission

is not persuaded that KU should be allowed to change its manage-

ment decision and recover this additional tax liability from its
present customers. Therefore, the Commission has denied the

px'oposed adjustment. To allow this adjustment would constitute

retroactive xate-making, which is illegal.



Unbilled Revenues

Nr. Laxkin pxoposed an ad)ustment of 92,492,046 to in-

crease test year revenues to reflect unbilled revenues. The

ad]ustment consisted of two parts. The first part represented

the difference between unbilled revenues as of .Tune 30, 1981, and

Dune 30, 1982, of $217,166; the second part repxesented the

balance of unbilled revenues as of June 30„1981, of $11,374,403.
Hr. Larkin proposed to amortize this component to income over a

5-year period. The basis for the 5-year amortization was that

the greatest. growth pexiod in unbilled xevenues has been over the

most recent years and it was more appropriate to pass these

benefits thxough to the ratepayers who have suffered the economic

hardship associated with excessive rates.
KU currently xecords revenue based on actual billings. Xt

also records on an annual basis the revenues due from bi-monthly

customers based on the November bi-monthly revenues divided by

two. Meters read during a particular month are billed and booked
(40)

in that month. llr. Larkin stated that KU fails to record the

revenues associated with the cycle lag, which is the period

between date of service and date of meter reading which he esti-
mates at 15 days. Yr. Larkin contends that. failure to record

this unbilled revenue is in violation of genexally accepted

accounting principles which require the matching of all revenue

and expense. However, Nr. Price pointed out that "a substantial

ma)ority of electric utilities xeport revenues on a meters read

basis, and this is considered to be in accoxdance with generally



(41)
accepted accounting principles." Further Ih. Price argues

that the adjustment proposed by Nr. Larkin constitutes retro-
active ratemaking.

The primary reason for this adjustment presented by I'r.
Larkin is that proper accounting requixes matching of revenues

and expenses. Furthermore, Nr. Larkin believes that if unbilled

revenues had been recorded in the past the customers of KU would

have benefited from lover rates for electric service. The argu-

ments of ?Ir. Larkin lead the Commission to arrive at the same

conclusion as Nr. Price regarding retroactive rate-making.

C1eaxly, if rates had been lovex in priox yeax's the customers of
KV would have realized an economic benefit. Nr. Price's argument

that KU did not recover its full cost of service based on the

allowed rate of return during those years is also valid.
In determining the reasonable revenue requirements of KU

the Commission utilizes the historical test. pex'iod adjusted for
known and measurable changes. Therefore, the actual test year

volumes of electric sales included in the billing analysis are

the basis for the actual and normalized revenues. Although the

sales volumes of the test pexiod are based on billed sales xathex

than actual units of energy produced and delivered the sales
volumes for a given 12-month period should be representative of
normal sales.

Therefore, if an assumption vere made that xevenues fox

the test pexiod vere understated, a concurrent assumption would
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need to be made with regard to sales volume. The AC has pre-

sented no arguments that the test year sales volumes are affected

by the failure of KU to accrue unbilled revenue. Therefore, the

Commission finds that the revenue based on the billing analysis

filed in this case is representative of test period operations

and no further adjustment is necessary.

l~oreover, contrary to the AG's contention that this ad-
(42}

justment would not be retroactive ratemaking, in the absence

of any arguments that the unbilled revenue affects test year

sales volumes, the adjustment is clearly to offset excessive

revenues in prior years, which would constitute retroactive rate-

making. Therefore, the Commission will not adopt this adjustment.

Fuel Clause Adjustment

Nr. Larkin proposed an adjustment of $5,698,846, to in-

crease test year revenues to reflect the matching of fuel costs

and fuel revenues recovered under the Fuel Adjustme,it Clause

("FAC"). Nr. Larkin contends that over- or underrecovery of fuel

costs is more appropriately dealt with in the FAC hearings rather

than in this rate proceeding. Nr. Larkin stated„ "If such matching

ie not done then the base rates established would include under-

or over recovered fuel costs which would be duplicated in a fuel
(43)

clause hearing." Furthermore, E'er. Larkin indicates that KU

could recover underreeovered fuel costs twice or it could be

denied the opportunity to properly recover these costs. After

reflecting the impact of ter. Larkin's unbilled revenue adjustment,

the proposed test year fuel revenue adjustment was reduced to

$3,487,822.
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KU's witness, ter. Elevett, identified a numbex of conceptual

deficiencies in Nr. Larkin's fuel clause adjustment. 1'.r. Larkin

used total company f igures to calculate the adj ustment and neglected

to present the adjustment on a jurisdictional basis. He did not

use true monthly KWH or dollar sales figures in his calculation
of the adjustment. He failed to include KU's bi-monthly cus-

tomers in the calculation of the adjustment. He did not utilize
manthly bill frequencies for the test year, provided by KU, in

determining xecovery values. Further, he stated, "Kentucky
(QQ)

Utilities fuel clause is a fully xecovexing type clause."
His undexstanding of KU's fuel adjustment clause is questionable,

since thexe is no mechanism to allov xecovexy of undexxecovered

fuel costs and the forced outage px'ovision in the regulation

prevents KU's fuel clause from being truly classified as a "fully
recovering type clause."

Therefoxe, the Commission finds that Nr. Larkin's calcula-

tion of the fuel clause adjustment is not acceptable. Although

a pxopex adjustment can not be determined from the x'ecord in this

case, the Commission vill investigate this matter further in

future x'ate proceedings.
HATE OF RETURN

Hr. Nevton proposed an 8.73 percent rete for preferred
(~s)

stock and a 9.33 percent rate for long-term debt. These

rates vere based on the adjusted amounts of preferred equity and
(46)

long-term debt used to achieve the target capital structure.
At the hearing, Hr. Newton updated those rates to 8.95 percent



(47)for preferred stock and 9.13 percent for long-term debt.
Those rates xeflected pro forma ad)ustments and actual ad)ust-
ments that occurred after the end of the test year'o preferred

(48)
stock and long-tenn debt.

?Ir. Larkin proposed a 9.26 percent cost of preferred
(49)

equity and an 8.99 percent cost of long-tenn debt. The 9.26
percent rate reflected the issuance in August 1982 of 925 million

(50)
of preferred stock. The 8.99 percent rate reflected the

inclusion of term loans at an 11.5 percent rate rather than the
(51)

rates listed on Newton Exhibit 6, page 3. ?~r. Laxkin assigned

a 10.5 percent rate to short-term debt to reflect KU's ability to
borrow at rates less than prime through the issuance of commer-

(52)
cial paper. Nr. Larkin also assigned a 6 percent rate to

(53)
customer deposits.

The Commission is of the opinion that a 9.26 percent rate
for preferred stock, a 9.25 percent rate for long-tenn debt and

10.5 percent rate for short-term debt are reasonable and should

be adopted for x'ate-making purposes. The 9.21 pex'cent rate
reflects the inclusion of the cost of the new 425 million pre-
ferred stock issue into the embedded cost of preferred stock

listed on Ne~ton Exhibit 6, page 2. The 9.25 percent rate is the
(54)

embedded rate for the year ended December 31, 1982.
Dr. Charles F. Heywood, Professor of Finance at the

Vniversity of Kentucky and witness for KU, recommended a rate of
(55)

return on common equity of 18 pexcent. Dr. Haywood performed

a comparable earnings and discounted cash flow ("DCF") analysis
(56)

to develop his recommended return. KU ranked 96th out of 100



comparison companies on the basis of the 1981 return on year-end
(57}

common equity. Dr. Haywood estimated a 5.8 percent dividend

growth rate and added to that an 11.? to 12.7 percent dividend

yield to arrive at his recommended range of 17.5 to 18.5 per-
(58)

cent. He stated that the actual return KU earned on equity

was about 4.5 to 5 percentage points lowex than the allowed
(59)

return. That gap was caused by inflation and other market

conditions. An 18 percent allowed return on equity would enable
(60)

KU to actually earn approximately 13.2 percent on common equity.

Dr. Haywood's DCF calculation had some serious limita™
tions. He did not use the earnings retention ratio times the

return on book value of equity ("BzP.") method nor an historical
compound growth rate to estimate KU's dividend growth rate.
Instead, he estimated the future incxeases in KU's dividend that

produced the 5.8 percent dividend growth rate, based solely on
(61)

his judgment. The compound growth rate of dividends for KU

was 3.9 percent over the past 6 or 7 years, according to Dr.
(62)

Haywood. The compound growth rate of dividends was 2.7
(63)

percent from 1977 to 1982. The improvement in the price of
KU's stock has resulted in a market to book value greater than

one. The xecent improvement in the inflation rate has reduced

the likelihood of a significant gap between the allowed return

and the earned return on equity.
Dr. Car1 C. K. Weaver, principal with E'.S. Cerber &

Associates, Inc., and witness fox the AG, recommended a cost of
(64)

equity for KU in the range of 14.3 to 15.4 pexcent. Dx'.

Weaver developed that range using a DCF analysis and then used



the earnings-price ratio method and the comparable earnings
(65)

method to confirm his findings. Dx. Veaver used the BxP.
(66)

method to estimate his dividend growth rate of 2.4 percent.

He took an 11.7 percent dividend yield, multiplied it by a 1.024

growth factor and added his 2.4 percent dividend growth rate to
(67)

calculate a 14.4 percent cost of equity using the DCF approach.

1:r. Don Viggins, witness for Concerned Citizens and

Businessmen of Central Kentucky, Inc., pxoposed an alternative

rate-making method, "the net profit margin formula." The Com-

mission responded to Hr. Miggins in its South Central Bell Oxder,

Case No. 8467, entered October 13, 1982. The Commission is of
the opinion that its current methods serve the public interest

better than would 2tr. Wiggins'roposed net profit margin

formula.

After considering all of the evidence, the Commission is
of the opinion that a range of xeturns on common equity of 14.75

to 15.75 percent is fair„ just and reasonable. A xeturn on

equity in this range would not. only allow KV to attract capital

at. reasonable costs to insure continued service and provide for

necessary expansion to meet future requirements, but also would

result in the lowest possible cost to the ratepayers. A return

on common equity of 15.25 percent will allow KU to attain the

above ob)ectives.
Rate of Return Summary

Applying rates of 15.25 percent fox common equity, 9.26
percent for preferred stock, 9.25 percent for long-term debt and
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10.5 percent for short-term debt to the capital structure ap-

proved herein produces an overall cost of capital of 11.54 per-

cent. The additional revenue granted will provide a rate of
return on the net original cost established herein of 11.2 percent.

AUTHORIZED INCREASE

The Commission has determined that KU needs additional

annual operating income of 96,598,192 to produce a rate of return

of 15.25 percent on common equity based on the adjusted historical
test year. After the provision for state and federal income

taxes there is an overall revenue deficiency of 013,027,033 which

is the amount of additional revenue granted herein. The net

operating income required to allow KU the opportunity to pay its
operating expenses and have a reasonable amount for equity growth

is $87,071,452. A breakdown of the required operating income and

the increase allowed herein is as follows:

Net Operating Income Found Reasonable
Adjusted Net Operating Income
Net Operating Income Deficiency
Additiona1 Revenue Required

vQ7.071 452
80,/473,260
6,598,102

13,027,033
OTHER ISSUES

Rate Design

KU proposed a rate design based on the cost of service
study it filed in this case. KU requested a reduction in the

number of energy steps for all rate classes, consolidation of
several of the existing tar iffs and varying cus tomer charges for

several of the rate classes. The Commission agrees with KU on

the reduction in the number of energy steps and the proposed

tariff consolidations. The Commission is of the opinion that the



difference in proposed customer charges between the RS and the

FERS taxiffs is excessive because of the similarity of the taxiffs
and should be reduced in this case.

Clark disagreed with.KU's proposed rate schedule for the

LP tariff as to the diversity of load of customers who can be

served by this xate schedule. The Commission is of the opinion

that KU's proposed LP rate schedule should be accepted and that

in its next rate case KU should present a more comprehensive

study of the LP tariff.
The Urban County opposed the proposed rates fox'he street

lighting tariff, in particular the new HPS tariff. The Com-

mission has analyzed the procedure which KU has adopted to estab-

lish the new HPS tariff, and finds that the proposed rates are

not faix, )ust and xeasonable. Therefoxe the Commission has

reduced the proposed rates in the HPS tariff by the same per-

centage as it has reduced the proposed rates for the street

lighting tariff.
At the hearing and in its brief, the Urban County referred

to retrofitting and energy cost only rates, and questioned why KU

did not include a 3500 lumens HPS rate in the street lighting

tariff. From the questions of the Urban County and responses of

KU, there appear to be misunderstandings by both parties. The

Commission is of the opinion that further discussions between the

parties could resolve these differences to the best interest of

all concerned.

KU proposed several changes to the charges in the rules

and regulations. KU proposed to increase the reconnection charge



from $9 during regular scheduled ~orking hours and $33 for other

than regular scheduled hours to charges of $15 and $51, respec-

tively. The Commission has allowed these charges to increase

only by the percentage of KU's revenue request granted in this
case. KU proposed a charge of 99 to recover the cost of a

special trip during which a delinquent account is collected. The

Commission does not agree that a special trip charge is warranted

at this time.

KU proposed a new tariff to charge $18.50 for one
customex'equested

meter test per 12 months when the meter is found to be

not moxe than 2 pexcent fast. This pxoposed chaxge consists of

$3.50 to test the metex and $15 for one service trip. KU pro-

posed its service trip charge to equal its reconnection trip
chaxge because of their similar natuxe. Xn accordance with the

Commission' reduction of the xeconnection charge, the service
trip chaxge will be similarly reduced. Accordingly, the Com-

mission finds that $ l4 is the reasonable charge for the meter

test. Additionally KU proposed a xeturn check charge of $9 to
cover the cost of returned checks. The Commission is of the

opinion that a $5 per check charge is fair, just and reasonable.

INTERRUPTIBLE SERVICE TARIFF

KU proposed an interruptible service rate with demand

charges equal to $9.80 per KVA of firm capacity, $7.80 per KVA

subject to 200 hours interruption and $7.30 per KVA subject to
400 hours interruption. The proposed energy charge is 1.93l
cents per kilowatt hours. The Commission accepts the tariff as

proposed.
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Pursuant to the Order in Administrative Case tlo. 203,

Rate-making Standards Identified in the Public l.'tility Pegulatary

Policies Act of 1978, KU will be required to file a marginal cost
of service study in its next rate case. It is the apinian of the

Commission that in its next rate case KU should base the demand

and energy credits for service interruption on marginal costs to
accurately reflect the cost savings from load growth reduction.

RIDER S

KU proposed to increase its demand charge for Rider S from

$4.31 to $5.76 per kilowatt. Rider S is the supplementary, backup

or reserve rate for customers with privately-owned plant or other

sources of supply, Mestvaco opposed the continued inclusion of

Rider S as being "contrary to the intent and purpose of section
(68)

210 of the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978."
The Commission is af the opinion that Rider S is a hin-

drance to the growth and development of cogeneration and small

power production in Kentucky. Since the Commission wishes ta

encourage the development of alternative power sources, it will

direct KU ta remove Rider S from its cur'rent tariff offerings.
REVENUE ALT OCATION

KU has proposed ta distribute the increased revenues

granted in this case based on its histor'ical allocation af rev-
(69)

enue to the classes. The AG, Green Piver and llestvaco did

not propose an alternative revenue allocation. Clark concurred
(70)

with KU's proposed revenue allocation.
It is the opinion of the Cammissian that the proposed

changes in rate structure, in conjunction with even minor changes



in historical revenue allocations, would result in problems of
x'ate continuity. Thex'efore, the Commission concurs with KU's

proposed revenue allocation to the rate classes. However, the

Commission reminds KU that an historical allocation of revenue is
not necessarily an optimum allocation. The Commission will
require KU to address with specificity the relative risk of
serving each rate class in determination of class revenue re-
quirements in future rate proceedings.

COST OF SERVICE

Pursuant to the Order in Administrative Case 21o. 203, KU

filed a time differentiated embedded cost of service study in

this case. It used the Probability of Dispatch ("POD") model

developed by Gilbert & Associates for allocating production

demand costs to three time periods, the winter peak, the summer

peak and an offpeak period. The Proportional Pesponsibility
method is used to allocate system transmission costs to these

periods. These costs are then allocated to the customer classes
on the basis of each class'oincident peak and average demand.

The study resulted in approximately 55 percent of the demand

costs being allocated to customer classes by average demand and

45 percent by coincident peak.

Vestvaco pxesented an alternative cost of service study.

Mestvaco allocated the production and txansmission capacity costs
to customer classes based on contribution to system coincident

peak during summer and winter months. It was not time differ-
entiated.
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Green River, Clark and Vestvaco recommended that the Com-

mission reject KU's cost of service because it was theoretically
(71) (72) (73)

unsound, discriminatory, not widely accepted, and
(74}

based on inadequate load research.

Of the two cost of service studies filed in this case,
KU's study is preferable. The embedded joint production costs,
to the maximum extent possible, should be allocated based on the

factors which caused the investment. In explaining the genera-

tion investment dicision, KU witness Nr. Ponald YKllhite, Director

of Rates and Economic Research, testified, "there are (trade-
offs] between the different types of units, trade-offs between

capacity and energy costs and that's what we have tried, as best

we could, with our model, to reflect in our cost of service
(75)

model." KU's embedded production costs are clearly the

results of the consideration of many different factors and not

solely the system coincident peak demand. If the Commission

accepted Mestvaco's coincident peak methodology it would clearly
violate the principle of cost causation by allocating additional

generation costs, caused by duration of load and not system peak,

to a class which could have been served at a lower cost by peaking

units. KU's study in this case better reflects the principle of
cost causation and therefore is preferable to Uestvaco's study.

KU has been actively involved in a load research program

since 1980. This is the first rate case in which the results of

that load research have played a major role. The Commission

realizes it takes time for a utility to fully utilize this infor-

mation in both its cost, of service and rate design activities.



However, the Commission believes KU can begin to demonstrate

analytically whether its rates track costs for certain rate
classes. Therefore, in its next rate case, the Commission will
require KU to develop the research and statistical analysis
necessary to illustrate that its rate design for the LP rate
class actually tracks costs.

The Commission reminds utilities and intervenors that it
does not intend to adopt a single cost of service methodology.

The Commission views cost of service as an important element in

attaining its equity objective but, it is not the only element in

rate design nor is equity the Commission's only regulatory objec-
tive. The Commission realizes that class rates of return vary

according to cost of service methodology. 1'or this reason, it
encourages all intervenors to prepare and file time-differen-

tiated cost of service studies in future rate cases and to pro-

pose alternative class revenue allocations.
PRICE ELASTICITY ADJUSTNHNT

KU proposed an adjustment to reflect a revenue deficiency

of $6,077,0S2 because of the price elasticity of its demand

curve. IIr. Robert Hewett, Vice President of Rates and Contracts

for KU, used multiple regression analysis to estimate the price
elasticity coefficient to be equal to -.21. The elasticity coef-
ficient was applied to the overall 11.07 percent proposed in-
crease in rates, resulting in a 2.32 percent reduction in kilo-
watt hour sales.



Urban County witness Nr. Samuel Rhodes opposed the pro-

posed xevenue adjustment because KU failed to test its model

statistically and misspecified the income variable and the tem-

perature variable resulting in illogical monthly estimates fox

kilowatt houx'ales.
KU failed to perform and provide the appropriate sta-

tistical tests necessary to confirm the validity of its pxoposed
(76)

model. Such standard statistical information as the vari-
ances of the Beta coefficients, "T" statistics, "F" statistic,
Durbin-watson . statistic and the correlation matrix were not

provided. Estimates from a regression model without these tests
can not be assigned any statistical validity. Furthermore,

without a test for statistical significance, KU has rejected
microeconomic price theory by excluding the income variable fxom

(77)its regression model. The deletion of this variable results
in contradictory testimony by KU on the effects of the current

(78)
recession on kwh consumption. As it is the result of a

statistically untested and improperly constructed model, the

Commission finds that the pxice elasticity adjustment is found

to be neither known nor measurable and is hereby denied.

But beyond the above technical considerations, the Com-

mission in Case Ho. 8177 stated that the loss of kilowatt houx

sales due to rate increases was a normal business risk which KU

shareholders would have to bear. These risks are currently
reflected in KU's allowed rate of return. To approve the price
elasticity adjustment would x'esult in shifting of risks fxom KU

shareholders to its customers and any such shift should be
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accompanied by an appropriate reduction in the allowed return on

equity. The Commission does not intend to transfer this business

risk to consumers. In future rate cases it will not consider a

price elasticity adjustment as an appropriate adjustment to

revenue.

LOAD FORECASTING

In Case No. 8666, State Vide Planning for the Efficient
Provision of Electric Generation and Transmission 1 acilities, the

Commission expressed its concern with load forecasts and capacity

expansion activities in Kentucky. Highez interest rates, esca-

lating construction costs, and environmental uncertainties have

continued to increase the cost of expanding generation capacity

at the same time that depressed economic activity and increased

conservation have added to the uncertainties surrounding the load

forecasts. These events contribute to forecasting errors which

result in costly modifications of construction proj ects.
This rate case provides the f'zst opportunity since the

establishment of Case No. 8666 for the Commission to review and

analyze KU load forecasting, capacity planning and capacity

expansion activities.
KU's load forecasts and forecasting methodology were

sponsored by Mr. James Tipton, Director of Engineering Special
Projects. Mr. Villhite provided the enezgy fozecasts and fore-
casting methodology.

KU forecasts loads by statistically adjusting historical
loads for abnormal ~cather conditions and then trending the

results for the period of the forecasts. The trend zesults are
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then adjusted by Nr. Tipton for various factors such as conserva-

tion, disposable income, appliance saturation and changes in

competitive fuel prices. These adjustments are neither directly
quantifiable nor reproducible except by the forecaster's ability

(79)"to try to remember" the impact of each factor. The final
review and adjustments are performed by her. Bechanan and a com-

mittee of senior level management. They rely on historic load

factors and their collective judgment, experience and intuition

to derive the final load forecasts.
The Commission is concerned that KU's current forecasting

methodology fails to provide or explain the underlying rela-
tionship between major external factors (e.g., conservation,

disposable income) and their impact on load growth. The basic
assumption underlying time-trend analysis is that the future wi11

be like the past. The more unstable the operational environment

of KU, the greater the probability that simple time trend analysis

will produce forecast errors. Over the past decade KU's electric
consumers have been faced with rapidly increasing electric
rates and changes in relative prices of alternate forms of energy,

disposable income, and attitudes toward conservation. The result
has been alterations in historic electric consumption patterns.
The Commission does not believe that any forecasting method would

be absolutely accurate in predicting consumer behavior in such an

environment. However, it does believe that a more sophisticated
forecasting method would provide a better understanding of the

factors that cause a forecast not to be realized. Purthermore,
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the use of newer forecasting methods would facilitate the con-

sideration of diffex'ent. assumptions for the relevant factors.
The net result of the implementation of more sophisticated fore-
casting techniques should be an improvement in the quality of the

forecasts and a greater availability of information to enhance

KU's capacity planning activities.
The Commission is aware that more sophisticated fore-

casting methodologies exist and are being used by electric
utilities for load forecasting. KU contends that there has been

a gradual evolution and impxovement in its fox'ecasting procedures.
Its witness, ?ir. Tipton, was reluctant to adopt a different fore-
casting method when he stated, "I don't want to adopt a model out

(80)
of haste and make a mistake." The Commission has been unable

to discern the evolution and improvement in KU's load forecasting
methods. Since 1977, KU has continually overestimated its load

(81)
growth. The Commission is concerned that the forecast errors
will continue and will result in increased costs for KU's consumers.

KU's current approach to load forecasting and i.ts effect
.on electric ratepayers can be illustrated by Ghent IU. In

November 1979, KU's load forecast for the winter of 1984-85 was
(82)

estimated to be 2605 megawatts. P.s a result of that load

forecast, KU delayed the commercial operation date of Ghent IU

until October 1984. In January 1983, KU lowered its load fore-
cast for the winter of 1984-85 for the third consecutive year, to
2239 megawatts, fox" a total decrease of 366 megawatts in 38
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(83)
months. Overestimates of load growth could not be corrected
through changes in the scheduling of E'hent IV because the con-

struction had advanced to the point where the cost of delay

exceeded any savings. When Ghent IV begins commercial operation
KU's pro]ected reserve margin of 55 percent will be more than

double its objective. KU's customers wi11 be asked to pay for
Ghent XV before it is needed to meet their load.

The Commission is concerned about KU's load forecasting,
and about such related issues as the benefits to be realized by

cost-effective conservation programing, pursuing the development

of small power production and cogeneration, and the extent to
which it would be economically beneficial for KU to purchase

power from and/or sell power to neighboring utilities. These

concerns are the heart of the Commission's belief that it has an

obligation to pursue, for Kentuckians, an energy strategy that
represents least cost consistent with appropriate reliability,
and the further belief that the least-cost system does not exist.

To respond to these concerns and beliefs, the Commission

will order an independent consulting firm, to be selected by the

Commission, to undertake a through review and make recommenda-

tions with regard to the several 'ems of concern set forth

above.

HANCOCK I
KU's witness, Hr. Tipton, proposed the inclusion of

$3,445,554 in QlIP for test year funds expended on environmental

studies, engineering, studies, design studies and related expenses



for the construction of the Hancock generating plant("Hancock" ).
As of June 30 '982, KU reported that $7,820,000 had been ex-

(85)
pended in preparation for the construction of Hancock. The

(84)

Kentucky retail allocation for jurisdictional rate base is
$6,425,890.

Opposition to the inclusion of the Hancock CHIP in KU's

rate base was expressed by the AG, Willamette and Hancock County.

Hancock County and the AG opposed the inclusion of Hancock CWIP

on the ground that the Commission had not issued a certificate of

convenience and necessity and thus that KU had not demonstrated

need for power. Willamette opposed the inclusion of Hancock CWIP

based on KU's inadequate load forecasting and capacity planning

procedures resulting in investment commitments that are not
(86)

reflective of prudent planning practices.
In the Commission's Final Order in Case No. 8177, KU's

management was placed on notice that the Commission expected the

utility to study and pursue alternatives to the construction of

the generation facility at Hancock. The Commission was of the

opinion then and remains of the opinion that a utility which

proceeds with a large generating unit during periods of high

interest rates, uncertain economic conditions, escalating con-

struction costs, uncertain need for the energy to be produced,

and without an exhaustive consideration of less-costly alterna-

tives invites financial instability and fails to meet the obliga-

tion which it has to its customers and shareholders.

Based on the record in this proceeding, the Commission is
of the opinion that KU has .nade only a perfunctory effort at
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identifying conservation investment alternatives to the Hancock

plant. Xn its conservation study KU was able to identify only a

one-third horse power fan motor as a source of load savings for
(87)

non-electric homes. Without further investigation, conser-

vation was rejected as a source of load savings fox'll other

residential usexs based on KU's histoxical insulation standards

for new construction. However, when asked what portion of KU's

load is weather sensitive, Ifr. Tipton testified, . . ."we
(88)

do have a good, bit of weather sensitive load An

examination of the load data supporting the KU cost of service

study indicates a diffexence of over 800 T% between the maximum
(89)

and minimum loads during January 1982 weekdays at 10:00 a.m.,
confirming Yr. Tipton's observation on weathex sensitive load.

In the opinion of the Commission„ if KU is to reject conservation

as an .alternative to construction, it must identify conservation

opportunities, and then subject the conservation option to a

comparison of the marginal cost of saving a megawatt to the

marginal cost of constructing a megawatt.

A number of uti.lities in Kentucky and the nation are

pax'ticipating in joint planning, construction and ownership of

generation plant. This option permits a utility to better match

its generation construction with load growth while enjoying the

economies of scale associated with large base load plants. >fr.

Bechanan rejected this expansion alternative by stating, "We have

not gone with the theoxy of joint ownership. Ve feel that we can
(90)

accomplish the same things by the sale or purchase of capacity."
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The Commission is aware from Case No. 8566(B}, Setting Rates and

Terms and. Conditions of Purchase of Electric Power from Small

Producers and Cogenerators by Regulated Electric Uti.lities, that

KU plans for a 20 percent reserve margin. According to the

current load forecast, when Ghent IV becomes operational in

October 1984 KU winter reserve margin for 1984/85 will be equal
(91)

to 55 percent. Pacing this reserve margin, KU has requested

a pro forma revenue adjustment for its declining capacity sales

to the KIP. Mmn asked if decreased capacity sales would con-

tinue over the next 3 or 4 years, Nr. Tipton responded, "that
(92)

looks like it, would probably be the situation." The Com-

mission is concerned that KU's recent experience in capacity

sales contradicts the basis of its rejection of joint ownership

and KU appears to be committed to an independent course in its
capacity planning and expansion regardless of the ultimate cost

to the ratepayer.
The initial plans for the construction of the .Hancock

generation unit were formalized in 1977 with the first unit
(93}

scheduled for completion in 1985. Since that time the com-

pletion date has been reschedu1ed eight times, including a 4-

year deferral since KU's last rate case. The current schedule

calls for commercial operation in October 1993, over 10 years in

the future. KU is only able to guess when it w111 seek a certi-
(94)

ficate of convenience and necessity. The Commission is no

longer convinced that the Hancock plant will be required within

the foreseeable future if KU gives equal consideration to alter-
natives to Hancock construction. It is the opinion of the Com-
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mission that KU's expenditures on the Hancock plant are specu-

lative in nature, and may not be the most economical method of

meeting its service obligations. Since it seems doubtful that

the investment in Hancock will ever be used and useful for pro-

viding service, the ratepayers should not now be required to pro-

vide a xeturn on the investment made to date. Xt is thex'efore

the decision of the Commission to exclude all jurisdictional CWIP

related to Hancock from the rate base, Should the investment in

Hancock become used and useful, KU would be allowed to recover

through x'ates its reasonable constxuction costs.
SUP?QRY

The Commission, ha~ing considered the evidence of record,

is of the opinion and finds that:
1. The rates Ln Appendix A are the fair, )ust and rea-

sonable xates for KU and will produce gross annual revenues based

on adjusted test year sales of approximately $402,377,854.
2. The rates of return granted herein are fair, )ust and

xeasonable and will provide for the financial obligations of KU

with a reasonable amount remaining f'r equity growth.

3. The rates proposed by KU would produce revenue in

excess of that found xeasonable herein and should be denied upon

application of KRS 278.030.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the rates in Appendix A be

and they hereby are approved for service xendered by KU on and

after March 12, 1983.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the rates proposed by KU be and

they hereby are denied.
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that within 30 days from the date of

this Order KU shall file with the Commission its revised tariff
sheets setting out the rates approved hexein.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that there be a thorough study of

KU s load forecasting, and of such related issues as the benefits

to be realized from a cost-effective conservation program; the

most prudent course to follow concerning the Hancock units; the

course to pursue with x'egax'd to cogenex'ation and small powex

production; and the extent to which it would be economically

beneficial for KU to purchase power from and/or sell power to

neighboring utilities, such study to be undertaken by an inde-

pendent consulting firm to be selected by the Commission and

compensated by KU, with the results of such study, and recom-

mendations, to be contained in a report to the Commission, with

copies made available to KU and other interested parties.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that KU shall begin capitalizing

overheads as discussed in this Order in conformance wi.th the

Uniform System of Accounts.

Done at Frankfort, Kentucky, this 18th day of March, 1983.
PUBLIC SERVICE CON'LISSION

Chairman

Uige Chairman )

ATTEST: Commissioner

Secretary



APPENDIX A

APPENDIX TO AN ORDER OF THE KENTUCKY PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION IN CASE NO. 8624 DATED MARCH lG, 1983

The following rates and charges are prescribed for the

customers in the area served by Kentucky Utilities Company. All

other rates and charges not specifically mentioned herein shall
remain the same as those in effect under authority of this
Commission prior to the date of this Order.

RS-l Residential
Rural and Farm Residential Servf.ce~

Cus'tomer Chaxge
Plus an Energy Charge of:
5.402 cents per KWH for the first, 100 KMH

used per month
4.943 cents pex KMH fox the next 300 IQ&

used per month
4.532 cents per KMH for all in excess of

400 KVH used per month

$ 2.75 pex month

Mnimum Bill: 5 2 '5 per month fox'ingle phase service or $ 7.06
pex'onth fox'hree phase service, fox all ordinary residential
uses. Additional 85 C pex'onnected HP per month when special
equipment, greater than normal investment, abnormal or seasonal
use involved.

FERS
Full Electric Residential Service*

Customer Charge
Plus an Energy Charge of: 5 3 ~ 75 per month

4.588 cents per KMH for the first 1,000 V?H used per month
4 '84 cents per KMH for all in excess of 1,000 KWH used

per month

* An additional charge or credit will be made on the kilowatt-hours
purchased by the customer in accordance with the fuel clause.
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FEES (continued)
Full Electric Residential Service

Minimum Charge

Single phase service not less than $ 3 ~ 75 per month
Three phase service not less than $ 7-06 ver month

For all ordinary residential uses of electric service, including
those listed under Availability of Service. When the investment to
serve the customer is greater than normal and/or where specialelectrical equipment is required by the Customer other than ordinary
uses listed above, such as, but not limited to, large heating or motor
loads, and/or when the use of the service will be seasonal or
abnormal, the Company reserves the right to require a monthly
minimum greater than that shown above in the amount of 85 cents
per month per KN of connected load.

QS
General Service*

CHARACTER OF SERVICE

See Index Sheet for Character of Electric Service Available.

Customer Charge $ 4.00 per month
Plus Energy Charge of:

6 '20 cents per KWH for the first 500 KWH used
per month

5.7?8 cents per KME for the next l,500 KMH used
per month

5. 301 cents per KMH for all in excess of 2,000 KWH
used per month

Minimum Charge

Service under this schedule is sub)ect to a minimum of the
greater of (a) ~<4.00 per month to include the first 20 KW or
less of capacity, or (b) $ 4.00 per month, plus $ 1.69per KW for
demand in excess of 20 KN, which shall be determined from the
greater of (l), (2), (3), or (4) as follows:

(I) The maximum demand registered in the current month
(2) 751 of the highest monthly maximum demand registered in the

preceding 11. months
(3) The contract capacity, based on the expected maximum KV demand

upon the system
(4) 607o of the KW capacity of facil ities specif ied by the

Customer�.
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GS
General Ser~fce (continued)

Minimum charge under (a), above, shall be billed on a monthlybasis. Minimum charge under (b), above, shall be billed on a
cumulative annual basis that starts on the month in which the
meter was installed or service was first taken under the schedule.
This is the beginning date of .She contract year. Payments to be
made monthly of not less than 1/12 of the annual minimum until the
aggregate payments during the contract year equal the annual
minimum. However, minimum payments made in excess of the amount
based on the rate schedule wi11 be applied as a credit on billings
for energy used during the contract year.

O.P.M.H.
Off Peak Water Heating*

Customer Chazge 9 1.00 per month
Plus all energy at 3.6180 pez KWH per month

MINIMUM MONTHLY CHARGE

The monthly minimum charge is the Customer Charge,

APPLICABLE

C.V.H.
Combination Off Peak Vater Heating

Xn All Territory Served by the Company

AVAILABILITY OF SERVICE

For Domestic uses located on existing secondary lines of the
Company when "Off-Peak" water heating is used in connection with
an electric range of 8 kilowatts or more where customer cooks
electrically.
CHARACTER OF SERVICE

The electric service furnished under this rate schedule wi11
be single phase 60 cycle, alternating current, delivezed from
load centers at apyroximately 208 or 240 volts two wire, or 120,
208 oz 240 volts three wire.

Customer Charge 9 1.00 per month
Plus all energv a t '. 3.6114 ~'ez'ac .per month

* An additional charge or credit will be made on the kilowatt-hours
purchased by the customer in accordance with the fuel clause.
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C.W.H.
Combination Off Peak Mater Heating

(continued)

The monthly minimum is the Customer Charge.

DUE DATE OF BILL:

Customex's payment will be due within 10 days from date of
bill.
FUEL CLAUSE

An additional charge or credit will be made on the kilowatt-
hours purchased by the Customer in accordance with the fuel clause
set forth on Sheet No. 24 of this Tariff.

The rate herein provided shall include, where applicable, an
additional charge for local government franchise payment determined
in accordance with the Franchise Billing Plan as set forth in the
Rules and Regulations of this Tariff.
TERNS OF SERVICE "OFF-PEAK" PERIOD

Service rendered under this schedule will be between the houxs
of 8:00 p.m. (at night) and 9:00 a.m. (next morning) E.S.T.,except
as otherwise permitted. Said period being understood as the "Off-Peak"
period, and shall be subject to change from time to time as
Company's peak load condition varies.

Each watex'eater is to be installed wi.th and controlled by
thermostat ox thexmostats and time switch (said time switch to be
property of the Company when water heating connected load does
not exceed 30 amoeres) set and sealed by a Company representative
so that "on" period of service will conform to "Off-Peak" period
herein set forth. The Customer shall furnish and maintain time
switch control equipment when water heating connected load is in
excess of 30 amperes.

Service wi11 be metered by a special sub-metex except undex
special conditions approved by the Company.

TERN OF CONTRACT

For a fixed texm of not less than one year, and/or such time
after the expiration of such fixed term until terminated by either
party giving 30 days written notice to the other.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Service will be furnished under Company's general Rules and
Regulations or Terms and Conditions. See General Index for approved
installation.



Rate:

M.nimum:

Rate 33 - Electric Space Heating Rider*

4.2524 per KMH

$ 13.45 per connected KM but not less than $ 92.24 per
heating season.

Rate A.E.S. (All Electric School)*

Rate: 4.255'er KMH

Annual YKnimum: $ 20.12 per connected KW excluding air conditioning
and equipment of one KV or less than $2Q1.24per year.

IS
INTERRUPTlEKR SERVICE

APPLICABLE

In all territory served by the Company.

AVAILABILITY

This schedule sha11 be made available to any Customer receiving
transmission service who contracts for not less than 4,000 KVA of
his total requirements to be sub]ect to either 200 or 400 hours
interruption upon notification by the Company. Service under this
schedule will be limited to customers whose firm capacity requirement
does not exceed 10,000 KVA. Customers with firm capacity requirements
that exceed 10,000 KVA will have a rate developed as part of their
contract based upon their electrical characteristics.

Service at other than the Company's nominal transmission voltages
wi11 be available to Customers who contract to reimburse the Company
for the additional facilities required beyond the transmission level.

Customer Charge:

Demand Charge:
The firm capacity at:

$300 per month

9.80 per KVA

* An additional charge or credit will be made on the kilowatt-hours
purchased by the customer in «ccordanca with the fuel clause.
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IS
INTERRUPTTKLE SERVICE

{continued)

Demand Charge: {continued)

Plus the KVA measured in excess of
the firm capacity during the
billing month at:

Sub)ect to 200 hours interruption $ 7.80 per KVA
Subject to 400 houxs interx'uption 9 7.30 pex KUA

Plus an Energy Charge of:
1.931 cents for all KMH used in the billing month

Minimum Charges

The firm capacity will be based on the greater of:
{1} the firm capacity specified by the Customer's contract,
(2) the maximum 1oad during any period of requested

interruption in the billing month, or
{3) the maximum load during any period of requested

interruption in the preceding 11 billing months.

ENTERRUPTION

The Customex'ill, upon notification by the Company, reduce
Customer's load being supplied by the Company to the firm level
speci&ed by contract

The total hours of interruption during any 12 consecutive
months shall not exceed either 200 hours or 400 hours as agreed
to by contract.
DUE DATE OF BILL: Customer's payment will be due vithin 10 days

from date of bill.

An additional charge or credit vill be made on the Kilowatt-hours
purchased by the Customer in accordance vith the fuel clause set
forth on Sheet No. 24 of this Tariff.
FRANCHISE CHARGE

The rate herein provided shall include, where applicable, an
additional charge fox local government franchise payment, determined
in accordance with the Franchise Billing Plan as set forth in the
Rules and Regulations of this Tariff.



IS
INTERRUPTTELE SERVICE

(continued~

TERN OF CONTRACT

The term of contract sha11 be fox an initial period of 10
years and shall continue thereafter until terminated by either
party giving at lease 7 years written notice to the other.
RULES AND REGULATIONS

Service wi11 be furnished under the Company's general Rules
and Regulations or Terms and Conditi.ons, except as set out herein
and/or any provisions agreed to by written contract.

APPLICABLE

L.P.
Combined Lighting and. Power Service

In all territory served by the Company.

AVAILABILITY

This rate schedule is available for secondary, pximary
ox'vailab1etransmission line service on an annual basis for lighting

and/or heating and/or power where no class rate is available.
It is optional with the Customer whether service will be

billed under this schedule for the entire requirements, or undex
various other schedules applicable to the various services. The
Customer having selected this schedule will continue to be billed
under it for not 1ess than 12 consecutive months, unless there
should be a material and permanent change in the Customer'
servi.ce.

Service under this schedule will be limited to maximum loads
not exceeding 10,000 KV. If, at the effective date of this rate
schedule, an existing Customer's load has exceeded 10,000 KV,
service may be conti.nued undex this schedule until such time as
the Customex's load exceeds the capability of the existing C any
and/or Customer owned facilities; ~hereupon a new contract will be
required, including a rate developed to cover the costs of service
based upon the Customer's electrical chaxacteristics. After
the effective date of this xate schedule, Customers with new or
increased load requirements that exceed 10,000 KW will have a
rate developed as paxt. of their contxact based upon theix electrical
characteristics.



L P.
Combined Lighting and Po~er Service

(continued)

CKQ&CTER OF SERVICE

The electric service furnished under this rate schedule will
be 60 cycle, alternating current. The nominal secondary voltages
delivered from load centers and the phase are as follows: Single
phase, 120 volts, two wire, or 120/240 volts„ three wire, or
120/2087 volts, three wire where network system is used. Where
Company has thxee phase service available, such sexvice will be
supplied at 240, 480 or 208Y volts when delivered from network
system. The nominal primary voltages of Company where available
are 2400, 4160Y, 7200, 8320Y and 12,470Y volts.

Maximum Load Charge
Secondary Service at nominal voltages of 120, 240, 480 ox

208Y as available.
$ 4 '1 per kilowatt of the maximum load in the month, but

not less than $ 505. 20 per year.
Primary Service at nominal voltages of 2400, 4160Y, 7200,

8320Y and 12,470Y as available.
$ 3 ~ 21 per kilowatt of the maximum load in the month, but

not less than $ 963 ~ 00 per yeax.
Transmission Line Service at voltages of 34,500 or 69,000 as

available.
$ 3 '4 per kilowatt of the maximum load in the month with

minimum depending upon the facilities necessary to serve,
but not less than $ 1,824.'30 per year.

Plus an Energy Charge of

3.145 cents per KWH for the first 500,000 KWH used per month
2.896 cents per KWH for the next 1,500,000 KWH used per month.
2.766 cents per KWH for all in excess of 2,000,000 KWH used

per month.

DETERNXNATION OF MAXIMUM LOAD

The load wi11 be measured and wi11 be the average KN demand
delivered to the Customer during the 15 minute period of maximum
use during the month.

The Company reserves the right to place a KVA meter end base
the bi11ing demand on the measured KVA. The charge will be
computed based on the measuxed KVA times 90% of the applicable KW
chax ge.



L.P.
Combined Lighting and Power Service

(continued)

DETEMHNATION OF MAXIMUM LOAD - (continued)

In lieu of placing a KVA meter the Company may adjust the
measured maximum load for billing purposes when gower factor isless than 907. in accordance with the following formula: (BASED
ON POWER FACTOR MEASURED AT TINE OF MAXIMUM LOAD)

Adjusted Maximum LW Load for
Billing Purposes

MINIMUM ANNUAL SELL

Maximum KW Load Neasured x 90'K
Power Factor (in percent)

Service under this schedule is subject to an annual minimumof $ 50.52 per kilowatt fox secondary deli~cry.
$ 38.52 pex kilowatt for primary delivery and $36.47 per

kilowatt for transmission delivery for each yearly period
based on the greatex of (a), (b), {c), (d) or (e), as
follows.

(a) The highest monthly maximum load during such yearly
period.

(b) The contract capacity, based on the expected maximum KW
demand upon the system.

(c) 607. of the KW capacity of facilities specified by the
Customer.

(d) Secondary delivery, $505.20 per year; Primary delivery,
$ 963.00 pex yeax, Transmission delivery, $ 1 .824, 00 per
year.

(e} Minimum may be adjusted where Customer's service requix'es
an abnormal investment in special facilities.

Payments to be made monthly of not less than 1/12 of the Annual
Minimum until the aggregate payments during the contract, year equal
the Annual Minimum. However, payments made in excess of the amount
based on above rate schedule will be applied as a credit on
billings for energy used during contxact year. A new Customer or
an existing Customer having made a permanent change in the operation
of his electxica1 equipment that materially affects the use in
kilowatt-hours and/or use in kilowatts of maximum load will be
given opportunity to determine his new service requirements, in
order to select the most favoxable contract yeax pexiod and rate
appli.cab1e.



Rate HLF (High Load Factor)*

Maximum Load Charge Secondary
All IGT of Monthly Billing Demand $ 5.27 per KV

Energy Charge: 2 ~ 534 C pex KMH for all KMH used.
DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM LOAD

Primary
$ 4 ~ 9lper KM

The load wi11 be measured and will be the a~erage KW demand
delivered to the Customex during the 15 minute period of maximum
use during the month.

The Company reserves the right to place a KVA meter and base the
billing demand on the measured KVA. The charge wi11 be computed
based on the measuxed KVA times 90/ of the applicable Kff charge.

In lieu of placing a KUA meter, the Company may ad]ust the
measured maximum load for billing purposes when power factor is
less than 90/ in accordance with the following formula: (BASED ON
POWER FACTOR MEASURED AT TIME OF MAXIMUM LOAD)

Adjusted Maximum KM Load for Maximum IGl Load Measux'ed x 90%
Billing Purposes Power Factor (in percent)

Excess of 600 hours use of Billing Demand Q 2.534 cents per KMH

Rate NP-1 |',Coal Mining Power Service)*

Maximum Load Charge
Primary Service at nominal voltage of 2400 or more--

$ 3.09 per kilowatt of the maximum load in the month.
Transmission Line Service at nominal voltage of 34,500

or more--$ 2. 74 pex'ilowatt of the maximum load in
the month.

Plus an Energy Chaxge of:
3.151 cents per KWH for the first 500,000 KMH used per month
F 801 cents per KWH for all in excess of 500,000 KMH used

per month.

DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM LOAD

The load will be measux'ed and will be the avexage KV demand
delivered to the Customer during the 15 minute period of maximum use
during the month.

* An additional chaxge ox credit will be made on the kilowatt-hours
purchased by the customer in accordance with the fuel clause.
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Rate MP-1 (Co'a1 Mining Power Service)*
(continued)

DETERMINATION OF MAXIMUM LOAD - (continued)
The Company reserves the right to place a KVA meter and base

the billing demand on the measured KVA. The charge will be computed
based on the measured KVA times 90/ of the applicable KM charge.

In lieu of placing KVA meter, the Company may adjust the
measured maximum load for billing purposes when powe~ factor is less
than 90/ in accordance with the following formula:

Adjusted Maximum KW Load for Maximum KM Load Measured x 90/
Billing Purposes Power Factor (in percent)

MINIMM ANNUAL CHARGE

Not less than the greater (a), (b) or (c) as follows:
(a) $ 37-08 for primary delivery and $ 32 '8 for transmission

delivery for each yearly period for each kilowatt of
capacity reserved by the Customer's application.

(b) $37.08per kilowatt for primary delivery of $32.88 per
kilowatt for transmission delivery, for each yearly
period based on highest monthly maximum load during such
yearly period.

(c) Not less than $ (to be determined by any special
investment required to serve).

MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Each monthly bill shall be computed at the Maximum Load and
Energy Charge set forth, however, in no event shall the aggregate
payments at the end of any month during the contract year,
including the current month's bill be less than the sum obtained
by multiplying the number of months elapsed during the contract
year by 1/12 of the annual minimum set forth. During subsequent
months should the sum of the computed bills be less than the
aggregate payments made, and greater than the minimum payments set
forth above, adjustment shall be made on the basis of the sum of
the computed bills, provided such adjustment shall not reduce the
aggregate payments below the minimum payments set forth above.

DUE DATE OF BILL: Customer's payment will be due within 10 days
from date of bill.

POWER FACTOR CLAUSE

All the Customer''s apparatus shall be selected and used with
reference to securing the highest practicable power factor.

* An additional charge or credit will be made on the kilowatt-hours
purchased by the customer in accordance with the fuel clause.



Rate NP-1 (Coal Nining Power Service)*
(cont: inued)

POWER FACTOR CLAUSE - (cont$ .nued)

The Company shall have the right at all times to make an examination
of the installation of motors and othex apparatus of the Customer
and it may refuse to make connection or to give service unless
the installation is in proper condition to receive and is operated
in such manner as to utilize safely and efficiently the energy
furnished by the Company. The Customex shall not make any changes
in his installation which will affect the opex'ation of the Company's
system without the consent of the Company.

The Company undertakes to supply the energy called for by this
agreement at a power factor of approximately unity, but it will
permit under the prescribed rates the use of apparatus which shall
furnish during noxmal operation an average power factor not lower
than 90K eithex lagging ox leadi.ng, in the accepted technical
meaning of these terms.

FUEL CLAUSE

An additional charge or credit will be made on the kilowatt-
hours purchased by the Customer in accordance with the fuel clause
set fox'th on Sheet No. 24 of this tari.ff.

The rate herein provided shall include, where applicable,
an additional charge for local government fx'anchise payment
determined in accordance with the Franchise Billing Plan as set
forth in the Rules and Regulations of this Tariff.
TERN OF CONTRACT

Service will be furnished under this schedule only under
contract for a term of not less than 5 years, and for yearly periods
thereafter until terminated by ei.ther party giving written notice
to the other party 90 days prior to the expiration date.
RULES &CD REGULATIONS

Customer must own and maintain ox lease all transformex's and
other facilities necessary to take service at the deliveredvoltage.

Service will be furnished under the Company's general Rules
and Regulations or Texms and Conditions, and undex executed contract
fox electxi.c sexvice.

* An additional charge or credit will be made on the kilowatt-hours
purchased by the customer in accordance with the fuel c1euse.
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Rate M (Vater Pumping Serv'ice)*

Customer Charge $10.0Q per month
1st 10,000 KVH 4.989 cents per KMH per month.
Over 10,000 K%8 4.256 cents per KVH per month.

NXNP4HJN MONTHLY CHARGE

The minimum monthly chax'ge shall be not less than the
greatex'f (a), (b) ox (c) as follows:
(a) The sum ok 9 .87 pex horsepower for total rated capacity„

of all motors or other apparatus connected, but not less
than the Customer Charge.

(b) The sum of $ 1.74 pex horsepower for total rate capacity,
excluding standby power equipment and fire pumps.

(c) Based on required special investment.

Street Lighting Sexvice Rate*

Incandescent System Load/Light**
Rate Per Light Per Month

Standard Ornamental

1,000 Lumens (Approximately)
2 500
4,000 I ~

6T000 IT

10,000 I ~

.102 KM/Light

.201 IGC/Light

.327 KV/Light

.447 KV/Light

.690 m/Ligr t

S 2.27
2. 78
3.98
5.30
7.15

0 2.93
3.58
4.92
6.35
8.74

Mercury Vayor Lo'a'd/Light**
Rate Per'i'ght Per Month

Standard Ornamental

3,500 Lumens (Approximately)
7,000 I ~

10,000 II

20,000 IT

High Pressure Sodium

5,800 Lumens (Approximately)
9,500 Il

22,000 Il

50,000 II

Fluorescent
20,000 Lumens (Appxoximately)

.126 KP/Light

.207 KV/Light
~ 294 ~/Light
.453 IGl/Light

.083 KM/Light

.117 KV/Light

.242 KM/Light

.485 KM/Light

.489 XW/Light

85.76
6.66
7.68
9 '4

S5.44
6.14
9.07

14.64

910.54

$ 8,15
8.9'2
9.68

10.64

8.06
8.94

11.87
17.44

12.14

+ An additional charge ox'redit vill be made on the kilovatt-hours
purchased by the customer in accordance with the fuel clause.
Refex'o Determination of Energy Consuaetion Table.
Restricted to those fixtures in service on February 15, 1977.*** Restricted to those fixtures in service on October 12, 1983 (Except
spot placement)

13



C.O.L. (Customer'u'tdoor Lighti.ng Rate) ~

4$2500 Lumen Incandescent Light
3500 Lumen Mercury Uapor Light
7000 Lumen Nercury Vapor Light

Load/Light**

.201 KM/Light $ 5.51

.126 KV/Light 6.69

.207 KW/Light 7.65

Rate Per Lamp

per month
per month
per month

APPLECABLE

P.O.Lt.
Private Outdoor Lighting

In all territory served by the Company.

AVAILABILITY

Service under this schedule is offered, under the conditions
set out hereinafter, for lighting applications on private property
such as, but not limited to„residential, commercial and industrial
plant site or parking lot, other commercial area lighting, etc.
to Customers now receiving electric service from the Company at the
same location. Service will be provided under written contract
signed by Customer prior to service commencing.

CHARACTER OF SERVICE

The Company will furnish a complete fixture with 2-foot mast
arm for 8,600 lumen and 6-foot mast arm for other size lights on
existing poles with available secondary voltage of 120/240. Service
shall be from dusk to dawn totaling approximately 4,000 hours of
annual burning time.

Monthly
Charge

6.66
9.04

14.64

Approx.
Lumens.

8,600
22,000+
50,000*

Type
Light

Mercury Vapor
Mercury Vapor
High Pressure Sodium

1N
Rating

.214

.468

.485

Note: +Not available for urban residential home use.
DUE XIATE OF BILL

Payment will be due within 10 days from date of bill. Billing
for this service to be made a part of bill rendered for other
electric servi.ce.

Refer to Determination of Energy Consumption Table.
WF Restricted to those fixtures in service on December 15, 1971
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p.o.Lt.
Private Outdoox Lighting

(continued)

An additional charge or credit will be made on the kilowatt-hours
purchased by the Customer in accordance vith the fuel clause set
forth on Sheet No. 24 of the Tari.ff.
FRANCHISE CHARGE

The rate herein provided shall include, where applicable, an
additional charge for local government franchise payment determined
in accordance with the Franchise Billing Plan as set forth in the
Rules and Regulations of thi.s Tariff.
DETEKDNRTXON OP ENERGY CONSUMPTION

The kilowatt-hours will be determined as set forth on Sheet
No. 19 of the Tariff to which the fuel clause will apply.

TEEN OF CONTRACT

For a.fixed term of not less than 5 years and fox'uch time
thex'eafter until terminated by either party giving 30 days written
notice to the other. Cancellation by Customer prior to the initial
5-year term will require the Customer to pay to Company its cost
of labor to install and xemove facilities plus cost of non-salvable
material, pxorated. on the basis of the remaining pox'tion of the
5 year period.

A99ITIONAL FACILITIES

%here the location of existing poles axe not suitable or
where thex'e are no existing poles fox'ounting of lights', and the
Customer requests service under these conditions„ the Company may
furnish the required facilities at an additional charge per month
to be determined by the Company. These additional charges are
sub]ect to change by Company upon 30 days pxior written notice.

All facilities required by Company will be standaxd stocked
material. When underground facilities are requested and the
Company agrees to underground service, the Customer will be responsible
for ditching and backfilling and seeding and/or repaving.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

(l.) Service shall be furnished under Company's general Rules
and Regulations or Terms and Conditions, except as set
out herein.

15



P .O.Lt.
Private Outdoor Lighting

(continued)

RULES AND REGULATIONS - (continued)

(2) All service and necessary maintenance on the light andfacilities will be performed only during regular
scheduled working hours of the Company. The Company shall
be allowed 48 hours after notification by the Customer in
which to restore service.

(3) The Customer shall be responsible for fixture replacement
or repairs where such replacement or repairs are caused
from willful damage, vandalism, or causes other than
normal burnouts.

(4) The Company shall own and maintain all facilities required
in providing this service.

16



APPLICABLE

Lighting KW
DETEBNINATZON OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Determination of energy set out belo~ applies to Street
Lighting Sheet No. 17, Priorate Lighting Sheet No. 18 and Customer
Outdoor Lighting Sheet No. 18.1.
DETER~NATION OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION

The applicable fuel clause charge or credit will be based on
the kilowatt-hours calculated by multiplying the kilovatt load of
each light times the number of hours that light is in use during
the billing month. The kilowatt load of each light is shown in
the section titled RATE. The number of hours a light will be in
use during a given month is shown in the follo~ing Hours Use Table.

HOURS USE TABLE

Month

JAN
FEE
MAR
APR
HAY
JUN
JUL
AUG
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC

Hours LightIs In Use

407
344
347
301
281
257
273
299
322
368
386
415

TOTAL FOR YEAR 4,000 HRS.

73
1U.der For Melding'nd Other lntermi.ttent and Fluctuating Loads

APPLICABLE

In all territory served by the Company.

AVAILABILITY

The Company's Rules and Regulations contain the fo11owing
provisions covering Power Factor and Protection of Services
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73
Rider For Welding and Other Tntermittent and Fluctuating Loads

(continue d)

POWER FACTOR

''Where the Customer has equipment installed that operatesat low power factor the Company reserves the right to require
the Customer to furnish., at his own expense, suitable correc-
tive equipment to maintain a power factor of 90/ lagging
or higher."

PROTECTION OF SERVICE

"The Company cannot render service to any Customer for
the operation of any device that has a detrimental eZ'Eeet
upon the service rendered to other Customers."

"The Company, however, wi.ll endeavor to cooperate with
its Customers when consulted concerning the intended use of
any electrical device."

"Where the Customer's use of service is intermittent or
sub)ect to violent fluctuations, the Company reserves the
right to require the Customer to furnish, at his own expense,
suitable equipment to r'easonably limit such intermittence
or fluctuation."

When compliance With the Company's Rules and Regulations
requires the Customer to furnish corrective equipment, for
the purpose of protecting service to Company's other Customers
by increasing the power factor of and/or ~educing the
intermittence or fluctuations in the Customer 's use of service
(such as may be the case when the Customer's load includes
welding equipment, electr'ic arc furnaces, etc.), the Company,
by the provision of special supply facilities, may be able to
eliminate the necessity for Customer furnished corrective
equipment. If the estimated cost of Company provided special
supply facilities is less than the cost of Customer provided
coirective equipment, the Company may give the Customer
special permission to operate specified abnormal load, consisting
of low power factor, intermittent or widely fluctuating loads,
without correction, in which ease the Customer will pay the
following rate to the Company:

l. A lease or rental charge on all special or added facilities,if any, necessary to serve such loads.
2. Plus the charges provided for under the rate schedule

applicable, including any customer charge if appli.cable,
energy charge, maximum load charge (if load charge rate
is used), fuel clause and the minimum under such rate
ad]usted in accordance with (a) or (b) herein.



73
Rider For Melding and Other Tntermittent and Fluctuating Loads

(continued)

RATE — (continued)

(a) If rate schedule calls for a minimum based on the
tota1 KM of connected load, each KVA of such special
equipment shall be counted as one KM connected load
for minimum billing purposes.

(b) If rate schedule calls for a minimum based on the 15
minute integrated load, and such loads operate only
intermittently so that the KH registered on a standard
15 minute integrated demand meter is small in compari-
son to the instantaneous load such equipment is
capable of imposing, each KVA of such special equipment,
shall be counted as one-third KM load for minimum
billing purposes.

MINIM%

As determined by this Rider and the Rate Schedule to which
it is attached.

This schedule applies to all new loads; also to existing load
where such existi.ng loads now or hereafter have a detrimental
effect upon the electric service rendered to other Customers of the
Company.

Optional Ninimum Rider To Any Applicable Rate Schedule
For Seasonal and/or Temporary Electric Service

Minimum: $ 4.21per KV per month of total connected load

AVAILASILITY OP SERVICE

This rider is available at the option of the Customer where
Customer's business is of such nature to require only seasonal service
or temporary service, including service provided for construction of
residences or commercial buildings, and where in the )udgment of
the Company the local and system electrical facility capaciti.es
are adequate to serve the load without impairment of service to
other Customers.

This service is available for not less than one month (approxi-
mately 30 days), but when service is used longer than one month,
any fraction of a month's use will be prorated for billing purposes.
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Demand Charge

Special Contract for Electric Service to
Green River Steel Co'rporation~

Non-Interruptible Demand
Interrupts le Demand
Additional Demand

Plus an Energy Charge of:

$ 4.22 per KW
1.97 per KW
0.97 per KW

A. For KWH used between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m., Monday-Friday,
excluding holidays:
24.65 mills per KWH

B. For all KWH used at other hours:

23.24 mills per KWH used

Reactive Demand Charge:

$0. 2 4 1 per RKVA

Annual Ni.nimum: $ 386, 766

Demand Charge:

Special Contract for Electric Service
to West Virginia Pulp 6 Paper Company*

Non- Interzup tible
Interrup tib le

Plus an Energy Charge of:

$ 3.79 per KVA, but not less than 10,000 KVA
1.81per KVA

23 63 mills per KWH for all KWH used.

Annual M.nimum:

$ 45.48 per KVA of maximum non-interruptible demand
$ 21.72 per KVA of maximum interruptible demand but not less

than 9807,500per said 12 month period

* An additional charge or credit will be made on the M.lowatt-hours
purchased by the customer in accordance with the fuel clause.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS OR TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Applicable to All Classes of Electric Service

DISCONTINUANCE OF SERVICE

The Company is authorized to refuse or discontinue service
to any Applicant or Customer for (a) noncompliance with these
Rules and Regulations, (b) for refusing or neglecting to provide
reasonable access to the premises, (c) when the Appli.cant is indebted
to the Company for servi.ce, (d) for noncompliance with any applicable
state, municipal, or other code, xule or regulati.on, (e) for non-
payment of bills, or (f) fox fxaudulent or illegal use of sex'vice.
The Company shall discontinue service when a dangerous condition
is found to exist on the Customer's premises. Service shall be
so refused or discontinued in accordance with the provisions of
Kentucky Public Service Commission Regulation 807 KAR 5:006
Section 11 (as may be modified or replaced by any regulation
hereafter adopted governing discontinuance of service), which is
hex'eby incorporated herein as a pax't of these Rules and Regulations.
A copy of such Commission Regulation shall be furnished to any
Applicant or Customer upon request.

When service has been discontinued for any of the reasons
stated above, service shall not be restored until the Company has
been paid in full for the cost of service rendered (which may be
estimated by the Company if actual usage cannot be deterred.ned)
and x'eimbursed fox the estimated cost to the Company incurx'ed by
reason of the discontinuance, and if service is restored, for
reconnection. For any Customer whose service has been di.scontinued
for nonpayment of bills, 910.5o shall be charged for reconnecting
service during regular scheduled working hours and $ ps.o0 for
reeonnecting service during other than regular schedule working
hours.

Mhen service has been discontinued for any of the above reasons,
the Company shall not be responsible for any damage that may result
therefrom.

Discontinuance or refusal of service shall be in addition to,
and not in lieu of, any other rights or remedies available to the
Company.

RULES AND REGULATIONS OR TERMS AND CONDITIONS
SPECIAL CHARGES

The fo11owing charges will be applied uniformly throughout the
Company's service terri.tox'y. Each charge, as approved by the
Public Service Commission, reflects only that xevenue required to
meet associated expenses.



RULES AND REGULATIQNS OR TER~ AND CONDITIONS
SPECIAL CHARGE 8

(continued)

RETURNED CHECK CHARGE

In those instance~ where a Customer renders payment to the
Company by check which is not honored upon deposit by the
Company, the Customer will be charged 9 5.00 to cover the
additional processing costs.

METER TEST CHARGE

@here the test of a meter is performed during normal working
hours upon the written request of a Customer, pursuant to
807 EAR 5:006, Section 19, and the results show the meter was
not more than two percent fast, the Customer will be charged
9 14.00 to cover the test and transportation costs.

RECONNZCTION CHARGE

To reconnect a servi;ce that has .been disconnected for nonpayment
of bills o for violation of the Company's Rules and Regulations,
the Customer will be. charged 9 10.50 for reconnection during
regular scheduled working hours or $ 38.00 for reconnection at
any other time.


